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EASTERN STAR MEETING

Those having the privilege of hear
Another business concern look its
The annual meeting of
Fidelity
ing the Mendelssohn Trio of Ft.
place among the list of Houlton enter
Chapter, Order of the Eastern Star
Fairfield last Friday evening in the
prises Saturday night when Jonnie’s
was held at Masonic hall on Dec. 5.
High
School auditorium are indebted
Candy Shop made its debut to the
I lie re was a fine six o'clock su] per
to the Houlton Woman’s Club for
public.
served with .Mrs. Annie E. Newell as
securing such a fine entertainment.
Situated in the small store formerly
chairman. Several names were ballot
The trio composed of Miss Edna
occupied by Wood and Pond, Johnny
ed on and accepted and several peti
Knowles,
violinist,
Mrs.
Parsons,
Woodard has fitted out a candy store
tions were received. The Chapter is
cellist and Miss Osborne,
pianist,
with strictly up-to-date fixtures and
eceiving plenty of work.
each an accomplished artist, rendered ;
having as the principle point of in
The following owcers were elected
some very fine selections.
terest a very modern American eight
for the coming year: Mrs. Lenora
Miss Osborne played a piano solo j
foot soda fountain.
Carr, worthy matron; A. E. Astle,
and then in a witty manner responded |
For the past month the proprietor
worthy patron; Annie Mcllroy, associ
to an encore with a character song. |
-------has been the busiest man in town j
ate
matron; Elizabeth McGar.v. sec
Houlton Grange No. 16 held their
A new summer resort is to come
Miss Knowles and Mrs. Parsons i
t r e . t ?m" s ° 4 s e t t i n g his new place of business into!
Mattie Clough, treasurer;
regular session on Saturday, Dec. 10. each played solos which were very |into being at Grand Lake, twenty-live retary;
■lad to give, in a series of articles, shape for it’s opening night, and the i
Hannah Edblad, conductress; Susie
with an average attendance which, much enjoyed.
j miles from Houlton, to be known as Hamilton, associate conductress ;
?hi*Wj;'u ^ * o n h‘niS'« Wihr!ph (T V o n n lu ft results certaiuly showed that all his!
where be attended the sessions of the endeavors were certainly not unavail- j by the way, we wish might be increas
The Trio was ably assisted by Miss I Sunset Park, more pretentious than
Prasa Congress of the World during
ed during the winter n,tilths. First Marion Chase of Houlton, reader. { any at present in the vicinity of the James Archibald. Mabel Cates and
ing. Every patron received a small i
October.)
Clara Niles, finance committee and
potted plant with the complments of j came the business session nothing of Miss Chase is a graduate of the town, with all the possibilities foi
The headquarters o f the Press
particular importance coming up for Powers School of the Spoken Word of bathing, fishing, hunting and picnics Wilbur Carr trustee for three years.
the Candy Shop.
j
Reports were read showing the
Congress of the World was at the
Boston and each of her four readings which this large and beautiful body
The front end of the store contains i dismission at this time.
chapter
to lie in good condition.
Moana Hotel situated on the far famed
the fountain and ranging down on ! Next in order was conferring of were of a humorous nature which of water affords, coupled with a large
This being the 25th anniversary of
W akiki beach three miles from the the left hand side are two show cases j the third “ nd fourth degrees ■on a
brought forth much laughter from the pavilion, 40x30 feet for dancing and
Fidelity Chapter it was voted that the
city proper which was reached by
an unlimited ipnmbqr of secluded and
j filled with a tempting
display of class of candidates, the degree team audience.
coming installation be made out of
■street cars every five minutes, and
and
It was an evening’s entertainment picturesque picnic spots in the myriad
i sweets. In the back of the store Is i l,elnK asslste<1
the b i l i a r y
the ordinary and the following com
the hotel, modern in every way, offer
j found a small room partitioned off j tableaus being given to complete the long to be remembered, and if they of islands dotting the surface of the
mittee
was chosen to look after all
ed a fine opportunity for the meet
! which contains four tables for parties 1work which was all accomplished in ever come this way again it is hoped lake, as well as in the cool, fresh j
arrangements: Mrs. Hannah Edblad,
in g place of this organization as well
a
highly
creditable
manner.
I woods surrounding the shores,
that more people will be present.
wishing refreshments.
as an Ideal place to reside during our
This was followed by the usual
j Sunset Park will be built on the Airs. Mabel Cates and Mrs. Margaret.
| The shelves and showcases and all
Pennington. As to whether the in
four weeks on the island, catering as
Patrons of the Snell House are ! present site of the Ludwig cottage at
the wooden work in the store are |Grange dinner which is always en
stallation is to be public or left to
It doe* to the winter traffic to the
. .
„ . .
, . , joyed.
i iding to the station now with a trifle Grand Lake and will comprise all
dtlands, is in one of the finest climates i .
. . .
The Master called the meeting less speed than usual due to an un the Ludwig property as well as what members of Mason’s families is also
shows up to good advantage against
left to the opinion of the committee.
in tho world and this reputation 13
j the white background of the rest of to order at two o’clock and after re fortunate accident which occurred to is known as Bartlett’s grove adjoin
•fmlUled to the very letter, as the
maining business details were dis the regular bus Saturday. Two horses ing.
Setting up on comparatively
|the interior.
temperature never goes above 86 and
The ladies of the Episcopal Church
posed
of, officers were elected to serve are now doing the work of twenty- high land the Park will command a
Giving due credit to the enterprise
will hold their Xmas sale at Watson
never goes below 70 and during the
the
ensuing
year.
Following
is
the
three and a half. It is expected th a t ; view all over the lake. The pavilion
of the new proprietor it is to be hoped
Hall on Dec. 14th at 2.30 p. m. At 8
that w e spent at the cross roads
the other twenty-one and a half will j will face the south on the north shore j
i that his new endeavor will be success list :
o’clock a public supper will be served
o f the Pacific we did not have a rainy j
Master
Albert
G.
Merritt
around
again
soon.
|of the lake and there will be a 500
ful in all ways.
and everyone is cordially invited.
day although there was rain two
Overseer
Harry B. Crawford j
_____________
, foot frontage on the water which i
nights.
In fact, the w riter left
Lecturer
Mrs Grace A.ll,cr I pfJXNAM HARDWARE CO.
includes an excellent bathing beach.
Chicago Sept. 29 in a rain storm and {HOULTON EASILY
Steward
The buildings as they stand on the NEW COUNTY AGENT
the next time that he saw rain was
BEATS ISLAND FALLS Assistant Steward JOT-‘Y Y Logan.;
IMPROVING INTERIOR property will be kept intact but in
FOR AROOSTOOK COUNTY
Dec. 5 In Houlton.
Milo W. Com;; The Putnam Hardware Company is I addition there will he erected a big
j The Houlton High School basket- Chaplain
Edward
W. Morton, formerly dairy
Honolulu Is a thoroughly up-^p-date bailers effectively christened their Treasurer
Geo. W. Alt-Gin ley the scene of a change in the arrange- 40x60 foot pavilion for dancing and
instructor
in the agricultural exten
city In every way, situated in a setting new playing quarters last Thursday Financial Secretary
i ment of its interior which will make banquets. On one end of the pavilion
sion
service,
later county agent in
6f unexcelled tropical beauty. It has evening when they sent the invading
Airs. Pearl Crawford , for a greatly increased appearance, running to within twenty-five feet of
Cumberland
and
recently engaged in
a fine street railway system, many quintet from Island Falls back home Gate Keeper
Wm. L. Scribner and also will add immeasurably to the lake will he a long promenade
business in Portland, is to return to*
Hmt class hotels, many clubs
(to with the very one sided count of 53 Ceres
Airs. Ada Somerville the efficiency of handling trade.
twelve feet wide with benches on each the College of Agriculture extension
which all the members had cards dur to 15 attached to their
Airs. Aland Bliss
seasons 1Pomona
The old arrangement of show cases ! side for the benefit of guests who tire
ing their stay) churches and fraternal record.
Flora
Airs. Helen Demon* miming parallel with the walls has of the dance hut who are not content force. He will be county agent in
Aroostook, he and his associate,.
orders, as w ell as a University and
The locals were in the game every i Lady Assistant Steward
been entirely done away with and to sit around all the time. A feature
fine school system, magnifleient homes minute and the fact that there was
Airs Myrtle Logan now the first, view that meets the eye unknown in resorts around Houlton County Agent John H. Philbrick. both,
having headquarters at Presque Isle.
y w i excellent roads to all parts of no individual star on the team shows 1Recording Secretary
! entering the store is show
cases at present this new addition should
Mr.
Morton is a native of Kennebunk.
the Island. One peculiarity in pass that it was a game in which team
Airs. Lillian Hovey arranged in tin* form of a square meet with instant approval as on
Following
his graduation from Uni
ing along the streets was the absence work and effective passing took a
These officers will he duly installed opened on one side setting in the
clear nights, which are plentiful on
versity of Maine in 1909 he went to
of chimneys in the ordinary houses, prominent part. At times the hoys at the first regular session of the New middle of the store. Tn this manner
Grand lake, the scenery is wonderful
Montana and was employed on a large
due to their being no need of heat at showed an excellent knowledge of the Year which is Jan. 14.
the space formerly occupied by the to behold.
farm, first as foreman and afterward
any time during the twelve months passing game, but then the visitors |
[ Airs. Flora Hussey was appointed cases and behind the cases is utilized
A line of motorboats to rent is
as superintendent.
^
o f the year except for cooking seemdd to come out of their coma ami • at this time to act as Press Corres
and when the new arrangement is another novel feature to he introduced
purposes and this is supplied from start to break up the game.
pondent for the year.
Harry E. Bickford, who has been
completed it will he possible to walk hv the builder so that it will he
oil, electricity and gas, in fact there
The ne.vt meeting will he held Dec. around the store and see everything
this year assistant county agent in
The first half of the contest was
possible for picnic parties to go off
Is very little coal used, but fuel oil close and hard fought and gave no 31 and will he in the hands of the on display.
Aroostook, is to he county agent in
by themselves to any one of the
is used l i m i t exclusively for generat indication that the final result would gentlemen, dinner included. The com
Hancock.
succeeding
H.
Styles
New
wall
cabinets
are
being thousand picnic spots on the lake •
ing power and this is brought from be as one-sided as it turned out to he. mittee in charge of the day would
Bridges, who has resigned to take
constructed, fitted with glass doors. and stay all day without fear o f :
California In tank steamer. Honolulu It was a see-saw hack and forth with very much appreciate the help
of
charge of the Thorsen farms at Ells
The background of these cases will • intrusion upon their party. Rowboats
hM a population of about 85,000 people j fir8t one team jumping into the lead all male members of the order both
worth. Mr. Bridges will continue his
be green felt and fastened to the felt also will he at the disposal of the less
and la 2010 mllea from California.
|
0ne or three points and then the in preparing the program and tlie
interest in agricMltural extension work
will be a sample of every piece of adventurous class of guests, but on
in that county, having just
been
Our first hours in this delightful j other team catching up and passing, “ eats."
goods in the store1 which will
be account of the roughness of tho waters
It was a matter of regret that our
elected vice-president of the Hancock
paradise was spent in getting straigh- j However, in the last few minutes of
numbered, tagged and priced so that of the lake there will he no canoes.
i Farm Bureau.
Mr. Bickford is a
teaed out la our rooms unpacking play Hovey’s cohorts began to get meeting of Nov. 26 was not reported
the customer will see everything A big twenty-seven foot special built
i native of Searsport.
He spent his
baggage, while the editor purchased started and stepped into the lead. as it was very good indeed. For the
before him. Samples only will he dis launch for carrying passengers about
boyhood on a farm, was graduated
a straw hat as one of the first The score at the end of the first half benefit of those who did not attend
the
lake
will
he
an
important
part
of
played and from the number of the
(and there were many) we herewith
from University of Maine in 1917 and
requisites to comfort, and after lunch was 20 to 12.
sample the clerk will he able to pull the equipment. All motor boats for
seryed two years in the war. On his
came the flrat formal affair on the
The second half was a walkaway give a brief summary of the day.
out the right drawer behind the : hire will be thoroughly equipped.
Transaction of business, followed
return from service he became fore
program, which was a reception given for the protegee! of Bill Jenkins and
The pavilion will he built about a
sample and place his hands at once i
man of Upland farms in Ipswich,
by Got . and M rs. W allace R. Farring the result of the scoring at the end of by filiation in first and second degrees,
on the desired article.
quarter of a mile from the main road
ton in the Throne room of the palace the game for the second session was dinner as usual and in the afternoon
Mass., and was a year and a half
Under
the
new
system
all
articles
and w d*
connected with it by a
which was formerly occupied
by 33 to 3, making the total 53 to 15 when another short business session during
foreman of the Ay redale farm in
which a social committee was appoint pertaining to a certain tradfe will he i good level roadQueen LUlokulani before
she was the final whistle blew.
Bangor.
A grove of birches and maples sur
ed
as follows: Mr. Guy C. Porter found in one place. All carpenters
dethroned la
1893
and by
her
For Houlton, Fowler at center was
Miss Ruth F. Caney, who has three
rounding will add greatly to tho
predecessors; since the Islands hafe the individual high point scorer with chairman, Mrs. Anna McGinlev, Mrs. tools will he arranged together, every
years
been the efficient home demon
beauty of the spot.
-been pert of the United States it has seven field goals to his credit. Hovey Lillian Logan. Mr. Albert Doak and thing connected with painting will he
stration agent in Cumberland county,
It
is
the
plan
to
install
an
electric
on the same space, and so on right
been used as headquarters for the and O’Donnell came next with six Mr. John Porter.
In her place Miss
lighting plant on the grounds to has resigned.
through the complete stock.
Following
this
a
very
interesting
Governor and his official family. apiece, the ls.tter making som e1
Della May Ingerson will serve. Miss
furnish
light
for
the
pavilion
and
It can he easily seen, therefore, that
A fter the last queen was dethroned particularly clever shots.
; and instructive program was listened
Ingerson was graduated from New
system whch Putnam power for an electric piano which will
the government was carried- on as a
For the visitors Paul and Pattengill; to. consisting of a vocal solo by Mrs the novel
Hampshire State College with an A.
he
installed
in
the
dance
hall
proper.
republic until 1898 when it was annex were the leaders, the former scoring Bessie White, a health talk by Dr. Brothers is instituting will add great
B. degree and since her graduation
Grand
Lake
abounds
in
fish
and
is
ed to the United States and is now three baskets and one foul, and the John G. Potter, at which time he gave ly to the store, not only adding to
has been teaching domestic art and
the cancer lecture which is receiving Oie appearance but also increasing the said to be one of the best fishing '
ran under a government similar to latter collecting three field goals.
science in the Hampton (N. H.) High
service by enabling customers to grounds in Aroostook Cunty. Salmon,
nation-wide prominence.
Alaska with a Governor at the head
The line-up:
pickerel, white perch, bass, togue and School.
Hon. ( ’has. I’ . Barnes then address make the necessary purchase with a
sund like all towns, cities and states Houlton (53)
Island Falls (15)
trout are found in great quantities in 1 These appointments await confirma
tn the United States they generally O ’Donnell If (12)
rg Schiehel ed the Grange in regard to Limita minimum amount of time expenditure.
season
and when the hunting season tion by the United States Department
get the best man for the job and as Peabody rf (5)
lg Berry tion of Armaments and handled the
is
on
moose
and deer are found along
Agriculture, in cooperation with the
Airs. Fred E. Hall entertained .Miss
SMMl selected a State of Maine man Fowler c (14)
(2) c Roberts subject in a very satisfactory manner
the shores as well as other game 1College of Agriculture, University of
Knowles
and
.Miss
Osborne
of
the
fo r this position. Gov. Farrington Dobbins lg (10)
(6) rf Pattengill to his hearers.
animals and birds. A summer resort Maine, and the Farm Bureau,
Air. Albert Doak then gave a read Ft. Fairfield .Mendelsohn Trio Friday
lived in Orono for a number of years, Hovey rg (12)
(7) If Paul
which will be combined into a head- '
’
graduated from the University of
Referee: Carter, Time: two twenty ing on the Value of Cooperation, night and Airs. L O. Ludwig enter quarters for hunters and fishermen in ' Miss Marguerite Astle is coaching
tained Airs. Parsons.
which was much appreciated.
Maine, took a position on a Bangor minute periods.
the girls R. C. I. basketball team.
iseason.
Remember tin? date of the next
•dally and then went
to Honolulu
! This Winter the lumber will he cut
meeting, Dec. 31.
SOPHOMORE DECLAMA
w here he secured control
of
the AMERICAN LEGION
j and hauled and in the early Spring HOULTON TO HAVE A
As
the
women
are
to
put
on
a
evening paper the Star-Bulletin, and
TION AT RICKER ; as soon as the weather alows, con
HOLDS
ANNUAL
MEETING
program in the near future unassisted
COMMUNITY XMAS TREE
which he conducted up to the time of
The annual Sophomore Declamation struction will bo started. It is hoped
Wednesday night’s meeting of the by the men, it would he well for
his appointment by President Hard
Our celebrated square will be
that it will’ he possible to he able to
ing in September of this year. Gov. American Legion held at their rooms them all to he present at this meet of Kicker Classical Institute* was held
beautiful during the Christmas season
hold
the
first
opening
about
the
Baptist.
Church
on
Farrington is a man of broad ideas on Water Stree. was well attended, ; ing that they may take n o tes and be in tlie First
, by a Community
Christmas Tree.
, able to outshine tbe gentlemen.
^Wednesday eventing. The* usual high middle of July.
affable and courteous at all times about 45 men were present.
This
tree
is
being
set
up in the middle
Some film* in
the
future
Air.
statnlarel etf speaking which lias
It was the night for the nominating i
and with a winning personality has
1
of
the
street
east
of
the fountain.
Stephenson plans to erect cottages on
made himself very popular in the of officers for the coming year and | Fred E. Hall has been elected by ! eharae terize*d those e*xhihitietns in j
The
Houlton
Water
Company is in
his
land
which
will
he
rented
during
e*vide*nt, anel
an j
city of his adoption, a fluent and besides the business part of the meet-1 the school hoard to till the vacancy! past ye*ars was
charge of the work and plans to have
the
summer
months
to
tourists
and
e*x<
•
e
*
1
1
e
*nt
group
of
spe*ake*rs
-took
part
pleasing speaker, he at once won the ing there were several social features caused h.v the resignation of Albert I
vacationists. Thus it will he possible a glorious sight to greet Christmas
K. Stetson who has occupied
the in (lie* program.
hearts of the people In the party, that always appeal to the members.
: shoppers and others who frequent our
A large* crowd gatlmred let listen! •' for parties desiring seclusion with all
James C. Madigan was nominated position for the past three years. The
whom he with his charming w ife re
|
streets during the evenings preceedcetved so graotously. When the repre for Commander, for Adjutant there selection of Air. Hall is an excellent to tlie* selections and showed their j sorts of diversions to have an excell
I ing Christmas.
ent
place
near
at
hand.
sentative from his home state was were three names placed on the list one and he should prove himself a appreciation by the* frequent applause
A few words about the experience j The tree will lie lighted by scores
which they accorded to the speakers.
prsented. both he and his w ife re Geo. E. Newell, Aubrey H. Dyer and valuable asset to the hoard.
of
Air. Stephenson, wrho is a veteran j of small candle pow*er lamps of
The* prize winners were announced
eelved an extra greeting as people Vaughn Cleaves, for Finance officer
Tho Snell House was the scene of
in
the
resort business, will go to show ! different colors, while above will shine
R.
H,
Britton.
by
Principal
Stover
in
chapel
Thursfrom Maine. A t 7.30 that evening a
the first annual banquet of the Inter
A committee was appointed
to national Association of Railroad Sup elay mom ing as follows: For the how well he Is equipped for carrying a brilliant star.
dinner was served to the members of
For twenty-}
This splendid community service iar
the Press Congipss party and invited investigate the matter of purchasing ervisors of Mechanics last Tuesday girls, first prize, I^houa Alma Willey, out the new venture.
three
year
lie
has
been
connected
being
rendered by the Cong'l Men’s
guests at the Moana hotel by
the two second hand pool tables that at night. Twenty members of the associ second prize, Theodate Alma Melvin.
with
summer
resorts
and
from
thU
class,
Messrs.
Frank Clark, Lee CleveFor
the
hoys,
first
prize,
Clair
Percy
present
can
be
had
at
a
bargain.
It
Honolulu committee, when a most
ation were present, for the
initial
cordial welcome was formally pre- was also voted to purchase the piano gathering and all were loud in their Jewell, second prize, Roger Carson experience gained in this time he is f land and A. E. Carter being on the
able to command both a knowledge committee. The Selectmen and W ater
■sated and as the days went by the that has been in the rooms on trial. praises for both the splendid service Wilkins.
of
catering to the public, to their Company are cooperating. Messrs. A.
After the business of the evening accorded and the excellent
sincerity of the welcome was seen
menu
satisfaction
as well as all the busi M. Atchinson and Benjamin Hussey
had
been
disposed
of
a
lunch
of
Miss Susie McGlynn, who is stay
In their every plan to make our stay
whch was served. Plans are already
sandwiches and coffee was enjoyed, being made to hold the second annual ing in Bangor, arrived home Monday ness methods attendant to conducting of the class contributed the tree,
one long to he remembered.
an enterprise of the nature which he is which is about thirty feet high, and
Tuesday morning the first session followed by selections on the piano banquet in the
same hotel
next and is visitng her sister, Mrs. James
one of the p o s t beautiful products
attempting.
o f the Congress opened at the hotel and chorus singing.
December. Following the banquet the Duffy on Spring Street.
of
the Maine forests.
His
first
enterprise
w
ras
Herring’s
Another
important
matter
of
the
continued during the day when
There will be a dance Friday
election of officers for the ensuing
hundred and sixty-six newspaper evening’s business was the unanimous year was held and the following were evening at Odd Fellow Hall for mem Landing in 1898 at Nickerson Lake
The second basketball game of the
women and their accompany- sentiment of those present to co elected; President. C. H. Hollis, bers and their families. Oscar Wilson wdiich later became known as Lakeseason takes place in the Heywood
wood.
For
two
years
he
managed
its,
representing
sixteen operate with tho Salvation Army in Derby; vice president, L. F. Herrick, will assist in the music.
this place, but in 1900 decided to open when Houlton High meets Caribou.
registered at the meet- its Christmas relief work.
Houlton;
secretary, A. McDougal.
Among the nominations for Druids, for himself. Accordingly he purchas The game promises to be a fast and
ba Seldom was a more widely repDerby; and treasurer, H. A. Click, the junior class honorary society of
ed from Doherty’s ten acres of land interesting one. On the same night
The
Woman h Alliance of the Derby. Among those present was
TCSCatative gathering ever assembled;
Colby College is found the name of on the shores of the same lake and the local town team Journeys to.
the tabulated home addressee of the Unitarian Church will meet with Mrs. C. D. Folsom of Boston who is Super
Forest Royal of Hodgdon. Forest is built Crescent Park. The first build Woodstock to battle with the town
indicate the Increase of Julia West in the Masonic Building visor of Mechanical Engineers of the
a member of the Delta Upsilon
team from that city. Both these
on Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 when New York, New Haven and Hartford fraternity and takes a prominent part ing was 20 by 30 feet but the pressure
teams are strong aggregations and
a full attendance Is desired.
( O t t t M on page 4)
Railroad.
in athletics at Golby.
a good game should result.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Albert G. Merritt for Second
Time is Elected Master
—Other Notes

J

Sunset Park is Enterprise of
F. £. Stephenson Veteran
Resort Manager
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The new measure is not a flawless The elticiency of a machine is main
Statistics s‘'em to prove that the
His postwar connections are equally
one, but on the whole it is a good one. tained by keeping it in perfect condi
Aroostook tanner is apt to do this
Established April 13, 1860
impressve for Stimies now controls
For one thing it has cut from the esti tion. Apparently it is fully as neces
season what it would have paid him
Germany’s coal, iron and steel, the
mated load of th<> year $830,000,000, sary to pay attention to the physical
A LL T H F HOME NEW S
to do the previous year. Perhaps the
Published every Wednesday morning which in round numbers means eight condition of the man operating the failure to judge fresh judgment is Stemens Schuekert Electrical Works,
the Austrian Alpine Mountain Uo.,
dollars less for every man, woman machine.
by the Times Publishing Co.
because the potato
grower either the Hugo Chemical Dye Works, textile
and child in the country to pay annual
With respect to the profitable length does not know the facts about market
C H A S. H. FOGG, President
mills, newspapers, printing works,
ly. Federal taxes were at one time of a working day, the doctor says
conditions the prevailing season, or
C H A S . G. L U N T , Managing E ditor
paper factories, etc., and he has not
a negligible item to
the
average that no studies have yet revealed the
else 1m distrusts those at hand.
reached the limits of his power.
Subscription in U. S. fl.50 per year in citizen, as they wore levied in great threshold of fatigue in a working
Whenever a grower has sold his
[ part upon goods imported from foreign group reasonably free from physical
advance; in Canada $2.00 in
potatoes early and then watched
A D E C IS IV E V E R D IC T
countries.
But when our revenue impairment, although of course there
I
advance
the price go up enormously when he j Tilt; wind has been taken out of
needs jumped from half a billion dol L such a point.
Single copies five oents
lias none to sell, he is apt to decide j fhe* sails of the wets, by the
recent
lars annually to
three
and
four
never again to sell early.
Such a verdict against medical beer
as given
Advertising, rates based upon guaran billions, and had to be collected
W H Y S H O U L D W E PAY?
year was 1919.
In 1920 most men by a vote in the United States Senate
The London Sunday Times says
directly instead of indirectly, they be
teed paid in advance circulation.
held and again they lost out. In 1918, •bat about 2:/> to 1 against leakage.
came a very real and intimate matter, j that unless America shoulders the
2.1.000 ears had been shipped. In 1919,
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton
The vote was 1(5 to 22, with four
The foreigner paid them no longer. burden of World finance only a miracle
20.000 while last year (1920) when 'others paired so that the grand to
for ciculation at second-class
W e hud to pull out our calf skins and ' can avert a financial catastrophe

H O U L T O N

TIMES

Pity that this is
true, because as

a
the families which establish
records for longevity establish rec
ords also us wholesome and useful
citizens.
rule

They seldom acquire great wealth,
but (hey labor cheerfully and hope
fully. “ content with small means,” and
practising the thrift which keeps
within its income, They marry early
and they stay married, because the
love of home and family is strong
within them. They live long because
they live sensibly and continue their
activities into their later years. Such
families as these are the moral and
physical bulwark of the nation.

the crop was very large and it would tal for medicinal beer is only 2*5 out
shrink the roll therein contained by ! This is not a new proposition. We
have paid to sell early only 18,000 of a total 96 votes. This ought to A PASSBOOK AS
A ll Subscription are
D IS C O N T IN  as much as the government called j hear it very frequently from one carloads had been shipped by October
A C H R IS T M A S G IF T
end a lot of agitation for ‘‘person
for. This means that the eight dollars I source1 or another. Tilt1 European
U E D a t expiration
The savings hanks throughout the
1st, Most of the crop was held for al liberty” which has pretended to
per capita that the Congress has cut |nations are1 going broke and the only
the lT, cent price1 last spring. This represent a vast majority of people. country are endeavoring to increase
the national budget will be eight j wav they can he saved is for the
their lists of depositors. Now, while
year (1921) when, according to the
The logical conclusion is that such
E L E C T IO N R E S U L T IN C A N A D A
dollars that each person will retain, j United
States to shoulder their!
one
might suppose they would desist
One of the mope important features ! burdens, which is another way
of 1October 1st Crop Reporter, the crop i a vote as this on medical beer con- during the holiday period when dol
Ten years ago the Conservative
,
appears
to
he
short,
it
might
pay
to
firms
the
settled
attitude
of
the
'
party led by Sir Robert Borden won of the new measure is the repeal of j saying to lend them money.
1hold. Most growers however don’t ■nation toward prohibition. For busi- lars are being raked and scraped with
a decisive victory upon tariff and the tax on transportation, a decidedly | But the day following this intima
i think so for up to October 1st, 23,000 i ness as well as moral reasons King which to buy Christmas gifts, it is
reciprocity issues in a Canadian gen direct tax and one which has been a tion from the London newspaper that J
[ carloads had been shipped compared I Aicohol is deposed. His envoys may interesting to find them turning the
eral election. Last Tuesday the Con handicap to our economic rehabilita - the only way Europe can he saved i s 1
!
with 18,000 last year. The week end-; seek ways and means to enthrone the occasion to the advantage of the
cause.
servative government of Premier tion. The excess profits tax has also j by the United States lending it money.
i ing October 8th, 10,000 carloads were ; monarch again, but the chances o;
Meighen sustained an overwhelming been eliminated and this also, it is ad Premier Briancl appeared before the
They propose that hank passbooks
shipped compared with 4000 last year success are growing beautifully less
defeat in a general election in which mitted, has been a hindrance to busi arms conference which we arc1 enter
be given as presents instead of so
I and tin1 week ending October 11th. every day.
once more the protective policy of ness recovery. Nearly all of the so- taining in Washington and made an
many things which a person does not
9000 compared with 6000 last year.
No temporary re-action will check
the Dominion was the outstandinv called nuisance and luxury taxi's are eloquent plea for a big army in France.
It would appear that these potato the ou-sweeping victory of prohibi need. They notice in later years a
issue. In 1911 the Conservatives won repealed, which means a saving of On the same1 day also there was pub
growers do not intend to get caught tion. Its enforcement may have its disposition to give something of in
their battle against the reciprocity j trouble as well as a saving of money j lished in the American newspapers a
again, as they have been. They are weak points but the lapses will be trinsic value in place of wholly friv
treaty with the United States which bj the taxpayer; and the change will 1 statement from an Italian general who
! sending out early shipments, paying only be incidental to a condition . olous or transitory gifts. In this wav
I declared that Italy could be saved only
they denounced as a first token of j he appreciated accordingly.
up some of their debts, and running that is essentially making for sob a comparatively small bank deposit
economic servitude to their neighbor j The higher surtaxes have been re j by being permitted to have as large a
would he appreciated and would be
no risks. Lewiston Journal.
riety and industry ami
thrift
and
over the border.
This time the j pealed, although not to the extent re- ! navy as any power having interests in
the solution of that frequently an
happiness in business and in the
Mediterranean,
which
means
Liberal leader, W. L. Mackenzie King, { puested by the President and promised jthe
noying problem of what kind of
home.
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funning on low tariff and reciprocity I by the Republican party. That there Franca1 and possibly Great Britain.
present to make.
Germany lost the pomp of royalty,
To put it plainly, tin1 countries of
platform, defeats an opponent who was not made a greater cut in these
S IX G E N E R A T IO N S
maintained, after the manner of Jsurtaxes is a thing to he deplored, for Europe apparently expect tile United in the defeat of the lata1 world war;
l
A
current
newspaper shows the pic
Borden before him, that the only way |like the excess profits taxes (hey an1 States to pay for their armies and but it still lias its industrial kaiser'
BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
ture
of
a
family
group comprising
to save Canadian industries is to! a direct bar in the way of return to their navies if they are to have any. to deal with it in economic terms that
T IM E T A B L E
members of six generations, from a
S
E ffec tiv e D ecem ber 2, 1921
ff the nations now tottering on tin.1 remain to be interpreted either in'
maintain a high tariff policy.
j|normal industrial conditions.
little baby in arms to the great-great
It was the so-called agricultural brink of bankruptcy would enter into justice and fair dealing that will have
T ra in s D a ily E x c e p t Sunday
In a four-cornered fight the Lib
grandmother
who is now 102 years
F ro m H O U L T O N
erals score. They affirm their pur- { bloc which prevented further reduc- a bona tide agreement to reduce their perniauey. or in injustice and extor
old, but still in good health.
8.13 a. m. -For Bangor, Portland
Legislating by armies to a size somewhere near com tion which will inevitably bring a dapose to lower the duties substantial ! ton of these taxes.
and
Four generations alive in one fam
Boston.
ly, Increase the free list greatly, and i bloc is a new thing in this Country mensurate with their means they of reckoning.
8.11 a. rn. -F o r Fort Fairfield. Paribou.
ily
are
not
so
common
as
they
should
Tii^S industrial kaiser is none oth
lessen the cost of production in the ; and its introduction is to be viewed could pay their bills and would need
Limestone and Van Buren.
er than Hugo Stinims who scorns be; five are rare; six, as in this in 11.20 a. ,n —For Ashland. Fort Kent, St.
no financing.
leading industries of the land. What 1with much apprehension.
stance, are almost unknown. It is Q
But as already stated tin* new law
effect the women voters had upon
A writer who has been investigat pomp, affects shabbiness in person
Francis, also Washburn, Presque Isle, Van Buren via Squa
the result is not yet clear. The ’ s a good on(‘, taken as a whole. Fram ing the finances of Europe said in a al aftiro. and whose- ipsedixit in the
Pan and Mapletun.
. fanners, representing the greatest ing a tax bill is no easy tiling, for n cent article that the army costs of industrial world is far reaching. His
12.17 ]). u\ For Presque Isle and Caribou
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war
record
is
far-reaching
for
one
Canadian industry, have been discon thousands of interests are affected the different nations just about cover
1.31 p. m. -For Greenville, Bangor, PortFor he for ,
tented tor some time. A decade and each one can he looked to to bring j{ their deficits. If they would agree to man’s accomplishments.
la mi and Boston.
1.14 p. m. For Bangor, Portland and
separates these two “normal” elec all possible pressure to boar to save,t a reduction of their land forces thee four years of the war was director j
Boston Buffet Sleeping Car
tions. The 1917 general election w a s! itself. To the constant interference |would be on a sound financial basis of all commercial war institutions i
Caribou and Houlton to Bossignificant only in its relation to the |of these interests was'due the fact and on the way to economic reliabili and confidential adviser of Von Tirpiizf
„
ton.
(5.17 p. m. —For Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren
and Ludcndorff. It was lie who pro
war. The Liberal victors in the la3t) that the Congress was so unconscion t y ion.
There is no gift superior to a
campaign presented the voters with |ably long in framing and enacting this
Due H O U L T O N
France has an army of half a mil vide the cruisers Goelien and Breslau
year's subscription to one of
8. Of) a. m. — From Van Buren, Caribou,
them to
an extensive program. Under th e! measure.
lion men and in l!)2u spent four ami a with coal which enabled
the better magazines. Jt is a
I
and Fort Fairfield,
Canadian system the new Parlament
quarter Pillion trams to maintain it. reach Turkey; also provided Italy
constant reminder thruout the
j 8.38 t. m —From Boston. Portland, Ban
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will meet less than two months after;
( Poland, w hich is a sort of vassal state with coal in an endeavor to prevent
twelve-month period of
the
!
gor. Buffet Sleeping Bostoi
The old. though in some circles not to France, maintains an army of lln.- her entering the war. The same was 1
to <'aribou.
the nominations were made and just
thoughtfulness of the giver.
!
12.4ft p.
- f rom Boston, Portland, Ban
six weeks after the vote was taken, i over popular, saying that hard work i)uo men at a cost proportionally the true of Holland and Scandinavia
IMaee your subscriptions now
I
gor and Greenville, Sleeping
Once in office the new premier and ! never hurt any o i k *, is scientifically same. Other .European eouibries are Slinnes fostered all inventions sub
in order that the January
!
C a r Boston to Houlton
his party will find, what many another.' true according to Dr. Eugene L. Fisk, impoverishing themselves in like l'a.-li- mitted to him, and enabled Germany,,
tiumlK'r of the magazine can
! 1-3U P
Limestone and Caribou
3.00 p
has found before, especially in this j medical director of the Lite Extension ion. Germany has been compelled *o though blockaded, to continue the war
--Fi’om St. Frances, Ft. Kent,
be delivered on or about
also Van Buren. Washburn
country, that it is not an easy task 1Institute who related some of tlm reduce its army to luu.unO men and is by substituting iron for copper, nitro
Christmas Day
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
results
of
his
investigations,
in
an
gen
for
salpetic,
soaked
paper
for
to satisfy the demands of a great
making a more rapid recovery indus
W e can furnish any magazine
(ft p.
-From Van Buren. Caribou,
constituency which expects the high ! address before the American Public trially than any nation of continental munitions cotton and even a coal
th a t is printed.
Fort (•’airfield
6.13 p.
costs of living to be reduced rapidly ! Health Association in New York.
Europe, and this in the face of the by-product for oil.
-From Boston, Portland and
Bangor.
Tim es Publishing Com pany
Dr. Fisk said that hard work doesn’t enormous indemnities it is compelled
and Industrial
prosperity to
be
cause
illness,
but
that
illness
does
to pay France.
advanced with equal speed.
Time tables giving complete info rm ation
Houlton, M aine
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
may be abtained at ticket offices.
cause fatigue.
That is, the fatigue
If these nations insist on impover
it m m tinn tiiMiiMMiniimt mi i iii i imi ii n' mu un mu i unit m u m m i n u m t i n u i u n
in
worker
may
feel
following
extra
ex
GKO. M. HOUGHTON.
H O L ID A Y T R A D E B E G IN S
ishing themselves in this fashion,
MtSS MARY BURPEE
General Passenger Agent, Bangor, Maine
The holiday trade in Houlton ertions, is not induced by the work lie there is probably no way of prevent
S O PRA N O
already has begun. The merchants ; does but bv the fact of his physical ing them. But if will requir
me •
Teacher
of Singing
The fatigue varies ac argument to show this country
began this week to display their 1impairment.
Studio;
Society
Hall,
Frisbie BCnck
Christmas stocks and the stores are cording to the1 degree of physical im .-Mould jiay their bills.
Cylinders Reground by
Telephone
341-M
pairment,
according
to
the
doctor.
taking on a real Christmasv appeurJUDGING MARKETS
As a result of his study of more than
ance.
If everybody knew all the fact.,
The wise shoppers are now making 10.M o indu strial w o r k e r s by periodic
HOULTON FURNITURE CO.
Have proved Satisfactory to the Garage Men Who Appreciate Mechaniselections and are having the goods Physical examinat ions , Dr. I nk loum in time, everybody ought to be able
B U Z Z E L L ’S
to
judge
the
markets,
take
advan
ical Excellence
set aside to be delivered on Christmas that there is no such tiling as an
L IC E N S E D E M B A L M E R A N D
tage
of
conditions
and
sell
to
ad
industrial
worker
without
physical
eve.
H ave Your W ork Done in
F U N E R A L D IR E C T O R
\antage. We are speaking especial
Much interest among the children impairment.
Phone 161-W— Day or N ight
T he Best E quipped Shop in M aine
Ten per cent, he ascertained, had ly of farmers and have in mind the
centers upon the opening of the toy
L
atest
Model Heated G rinder No. 65 Used Exclusively
Aroostook
[lotato
growers,
who
are
slight physical defects, requiring ob
departments at the various stores.
showing
characteristic
tendencies
in
DR.
F.
0.
0RCUT7
In the hardware stores, the jewelry servation or hygienic guidance, 41 per
Southworth M achine Com pany, Portland, M ain e
stores, music stores, the drug stores, cent had moderate physical impair marketing their potatoes this win
D E N T IS T
Bear in M ind— W e A re Machinists, Not R epair Men
•
and dry good stores, abundance cf ment requiring minor medical, dental ter.
Fogg Block
Ask Y our Garage Man
650 ■
had
practical gifts have been stocked and or surgical care, 31 per cent
moderate defects requiring medical
attractively arranged
The furniture stores have also supervision or treatment; In per cent
m
prepared a display of the real practi had advanced defects requiring sys
cal gifts, gifts that will last, and be tematic medical supervision; and five
per cent hud serious defects demand
a joy forever.
Nothing makes a better Christmas ing immediate attention. The dis
gift than an electrical gift, something abilities of more than half, in lie
you can use around the home every dared, were preventable.
The doctrine of bud work ;
day the year around.
Maine and Massachusetts Licensed Err.balmer
by
i Il
W e believe the merchants of Haul- health builder was urged
P h o n e 574 - W
R es. 59 C o u r t St., P h o n e 5 74- W
ton are better prepared this year than doctor, as was also the need to eum
is
•
bat
the
notion
that
wnry
it
s
*
1
ever before to meet the needs of the
• o r. M a i n a n d M e c h a n i c . Strs., O v e r I d a l l e t t - M c K e e n ( '
people of this community in the way curse and that the lighter tin work
the happier the Nation.
of practical Christmas gifts.
The conclusions reached by Dr. Fid;
Do your shopping early and avail
yourself of first choice before the as a result of his investigations un
may
suggest
assortments are broken, and help the important. . as they
salespeople who are* always rushed sweeping changes in the manner oi
and
during the last few days before studying standards of output
increasing
the
volume
of
the
same,
Christmas.
which is of course desirable,
both
from the standpoint of the employe,
T H E T A X R E V IS IO N B IL L
The Senate passed the tax revision and the worker.
bill at the closing hour of the last
The doctor says that most cases of
Half a loaf is better than none, but a whole
session and it was signed by the physical impairment, are preventable.
loaf
is
twice as good as half a loaf.
And when
President and is now the law of the If, then, such impairment indue w fa
there
are
plenty
of
whole
loaves
it
is
rather
foolish
land. The enacting of this tax bill tigue and consequent lowering of e/fi
to keep on taking halves and saying, “W ell, I was
was one of the purposes for which eieney it is in the interest of 11i ■• em
the Congress was called in extraordi ployer and the employed that these
smart and successful that time.”
nary session, and either in committee cases be prevented. A large manufac
Vital elements, without which bodily organs
or before the House or Senate the hiring concern could maintain a med
and tissues are starved, often are omitted from
matter has been under consideration ical staff for inspect ion and treat men'
for pretty nearly all of the time since of its laborers, not as a philanthropic
food, and people go on accepting and depending
the two branches met.
enterprise, hut as a practical one.
on deficient food for complete nourishment, a9
postal rates

Subscribe Now for
Gift Magazines

T h e S o u th w o rth P ro c e ss

John

P.

Cos

Undertaker

Many people get their maxims
mixed, and pay a penalty!

though half a loaf were as good as the whole.

D r i n k

M a p l e

Grape-Nuts— ready-to-eat and served with
milk or cream (f*-esh or tinned)— is a complete
food. It is the perfected goodness of those best
of the food grains, wheat and malted barley,
developed through 20 hours of skilful baking. It
contains all the nourishment provided by Nature
in these grains, including the vital mineral salts
so necessary for bone structure and red blood
corpuscles — together with phosphates for the
brain.

Spring

Water
T h e purest w a te r in the State of M aine.
---------- at short "notice by

calling

Delivered

1 4 1 - W ------------

John K . Palm er, D istrib u to r
Houlton, M aine

!

A s a bre a k fa st o r lu n c h -tim e cereal,
Grape-Nuts delights the taste and satisfies the
appetite, while giving important aid to the di
gestion. There is a particular charm to Grape-Nuts
when made into a pudding for dinner (Recipe on
package). Grape-Nuts is instantly ready to serve
from the package.

Sold by grocers everywhere!
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LEPROSY REMEDY
COMES FROM TREES
Introduction in the United States of
the chaulmoogra to assure a per
manent supply of the oil for the
treatment of leprosy is planned as a
result of a trip through Siam, Burma
and Assam by Prof. J. F. Rock,
formerly of the University of Hawaii.
Prof, Rock has just returned to

Washington after an extensive ex
ploration into the jungles for the de
partment of agriculture’s branch of
foreign seed and plant introduction.
He brought back with him several
specimens of the “ taraktogenos” tree,
the seeds of whioh have been sent to
various experiment stations of the
department in Florida, Maryland and
California for germination. x
Within eight years, it is believed,

TIMES,
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enough fruit will be borne from these domestic needs, but they made these
plants to initiate a domestic source of trips only every 3 years for fear of the
beasts that inhabit the wild country.
supply of chaulmoogra oil.
While chaulmoogra oil has been used
With the possible exception of a man
named Kerr, an amateur botanist, scientifically for only a few years,
Prof. Rock is said to be the first white Prof. Rock says the natives of that
man to invade the region of Siam part of Asia which he visited have
where he obtained his specimens. been using the curative properties of
Natives of that country for many the taraktogenos tree for hundreds of
years had visited the taraktogenos years, but in such a crude way as to
forests to obtain the oil to meet their be unable to derive its complete

benefits.

the taraktogenos tree

“ In the Buddhist histories that date
back 1000 years there are mentions of
this tree," Prof. Rock pointed out. add
ing that “ the crude oil of the tree was
taken internally by the natives and
the legends say it was effective.”

with success.

were

isolated

This was done by Dr.

Frederick B. Powers, now connected
with the department of agriculture,
after intensive scientific experiments
made in England in 1856 had resulted
in the discovery that the wrong tree
It was not until 1899 that the active was being used for extracting chaul
principles of the oil from the seeds of moogra oil.
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Christmas Slippers
othing More Pleasing and
O ur f r e t
E a g ra v ln g

Diamonds
Pendants

Rings

Chains

Pearl Beads

Acceptable for a Present
than Comfortable Slippers

Brooches

W e have a Fine Line, buy
Charms

$ a re to
Pka«

Bracelet W atches

Cuff Links

Early W hile the Assort
ment is Good.

and all other useful Jewelry can be bought

Tweedie Boot Tops and
■a t-

Holeproof Hosiery a l s o

The

M ake Excellent Presents.

M a r k e t and U nion Squares, H o u lto n , M ain e
-a t-

much lower prices than elsewhere.
will convince you

A

call

HII at

Special showing of Silverware and Cigarette
--------------------------------Cases--------------------------------

Golden

C. S. Osgood, Busy Since 1883

P r im

Rule

P alm er’s Shoe Store
Houlton, M aine

Home of Old Saint Tlick
K fsap

C h ristm a s Gift
Mahogany Trays

Pictures

Tabourettes

M irrors

Costumers

Tea W agon s
M ah o gan y Solitaire T ables

Screens

M artha W ashington

M ah ogan y End T ables

Cedar Chests

S ew in g Cabinets

Telephone T ables

Smoking Stands

Pedestals

W ritin g Desks

Floor, T a b le and Boudoir
Electric Lam ps

A s Usual W e are Headquarters for the Children, and for these Little People W e O ffer
Sleds

Rockers

Skis

W ritin g Desks

Rocking Horses

Sleighs

Doll C arriages

R ed Riders

F u r R obes

Etc,

Highchairs

B a b y W a lk e rs

Velocipedes

Carpet Sw eepers

Buy Early

H o u l t o n

Goods Delivered at Any Time

Furniture

Company

(Buzzell’s)

C om plete House Furnishers

H oulton, M aine

Phone 161-W

HOULTOX
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in there must be a change in govern
If given authority. hi* said,
he
ment administrative policies. There would place the railroad under pri
are about thirty-eight bureaus which vate control as he did not favor
It is President Harding’s policy to
It’ would not be possible. Secretary
have, some activities in Alaska, he government operation of railroads
develop Alaska, the Senate Committee
Fall said, to accomplish any material
said, and he recited numerous in or steamships. It would not be nec
on Territories was informed by Sen
results in Alaska at present, because
stances of confusion and conflicts essary, he added, for the government
ator Fall and Senator New, Republi
of “ bureaucratic red tape.”
which he attributed in large part to to place in operation steamship lines
can, Indian, chairman of the commit
cultural department should be added
“ bureaucratic jealousies and ambi connecting railroads and ports of
tee, in hearing on bills to consolidate
to the Interior Department or the
tion to control.”
government activities in Alaska.
Alaska with the United States. The
functions of the latter department
“It is the President’s policy to | “ Reduced as much as the question transferred to the agricultural de
open up Alaska,” Secretary Fall said. i can be,” he added. “ I am convinced
partment."
“He intends to direct all possible ; that the forestry division of the agriBefore changes in Alaskan laws
effort to that end. I had stated to . “ I discussed with the President his
^111rM11! Ill III Mill 11MM(M
<in it i ii 111: ri m m : i mj m 11' i ii m m n i! 11til 11iii 11rti i m m (in j iii ........ ..
iiiiiiim iin .........m in im ...... .
can
be considered and the resources
the President that if it was his policy policy toward developing Alaska,"
properly
developed,
he
continued,
'
stated
Chairman
New,
“
and
my
bill
to develop Alaska, then it was going
to be necessary to co-ordinate the
activities of the different deparments
and bureaus having to do with Alaska,
and that if it was not his plan to
develop the territory, and he intended
to permit present arrangements to
continue. I would devote my atten
tion to other matters.”

WOULD DEVELOP ALASKA

for co-ordination was introduced
accordance with his ideas.”

EERY CHRISTMAS
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And May Your New Year
Also Be a Happu
One

m

L. L. M cLeod’s G arm en ts Store
O ffers a G re a t R ed u ction in

Coats

-n iiiiiiiiiiiiim iim iiiiii.

W in

ter Coats in Plush, Bolivia, Ve
lour to close

month,

out this

$25.00 Coats at

$17.50

Bargains in Geogette, Crepe and
Crepe de Chine Waists and
Blouses at
$2.98, $4, $5, $5.75

M irro Alum inum Tea Kettles
M irro Alum inum Percolators
M irro Alum inum Double Boilers
M irro Alum inum Roasters
M irro Alum inum Sauce Pans
M irro Alum inum Convex Kettles
Enameled Roasters
Banner Roasters
'
Fireless Cookers
E lectric Heat G rills
E lectric Toasters
Kitchen C utlery
Carving Sets
Food Choppers
Pyrex W are
Enameled W are
Simmons Stoves
Corn Poppers
Vegetable Presses
Flour Sifters
Egg Beaters

of

Silk Flounce Petticoats

$1.98

Blanket Bath Robes at
$5.98, $6.75, $7.98, $9

$10, $15, $19.50

All Extra Values

Another lot of Dresses arrived

Cut Price Skirt Sale going on

You get better Dresses for the

Latest All Wool Skirts

#

at $5,00, $7.50

price at this store

All best quality Satin iTnnilki
Girls’ Coats

Gifts
-

w

$3.98, $4.75, $5.98, $6.75

last Thursday
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♦

Silk Petticoats

$24.50

Tricotine Dresses

Family

-11 n i n m i, 1111n n - , : m i

seful

$1 and $1.50

$35.00 Coats at

Dresses now going on

Whole

$1.00

Sateen Petticoats

Sale

th e
........ i ii mi 111ii i m m 1111m r: 111; 11111n nw 111>i i: ,i 11m 111ii

Ladies’ Outing Gowns

$37.50, $40 and $45 Coats

and

iw m uiiu m m iimm uT -

-----Wonderful Bargains in ------

Ladies’ Sateen Bloomers
50c and 98c

A great ' display
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F or

regardless of cost—

Reduced to $29.50

im hi

Christmas S u g g e s t i o n s
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Seventy-eight up-to-date

suggestion that the government might
do so would be sufficient, he contend
ed, to provide adequate steamship
communication by private companies.
He said, however, that he favored
using a system of small boats to
connect inland waters and mines and
other properties in Alaska, with the
principal ports.

Skirts now $10.00

$7.50, $10, $12.50

Hoover Vacuum Cleaners
Blue Bird Electric W ashers
W a te r M otor W ashers
Oil H eaters
Sterno Stove Sets
.Clocks
Safety Razors
Flash Lights
Skates
Skis
Sleds
Snow Shoes
A ir Rifles
W inchester Rifles
T rap Shooting Outfits
Knapsacks
Therm os Bottles
Electric Heaters
Scissors
Lunch K its
Brooms
um nim ti im ti; 11111 : im i m : i m 1111

McLeod

Putnam H ardw are C om pany
Market Square, Houlton, Maine

Second Floor

Gome in and
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This Store is Santa Claus’ Headquarters for Useful

Potash
and Progress

C h r istm a s
For Men and Boys.
(Ife i

Our Assortment of Styles, Patterns, Shades
and Colors is now at its Best.
many Advantages in Early
'imstwiiiNiiiiMiiuiiM

The current wholesale prices o f fertilizer
m aterial show that Potash is the cheapest
p lant food used in fertilizers.
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POTASH SYNDICATE

H. A. HUSTON. Manager

42 Broadway

I <

Suggestions.
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New York
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Neckwear

i

Shirts

1
1
1

|

Gloves

-

Bath Robes

j

Handkerchiefs

|

1

Mufflers

House Coats •

|

Traveling Bags

=

Um brellas

|

i

Plen ty more can be brought in.

SOIL & CROP SERVICE,

1111111111111H1111HM
1111111111

There are

Here are a Few Suggestions

There is a fa ir supply in this country.

O O T A C H
Ifv J A A u i l
—^ a m r o
PAY %

Every Article is of the Finest

Quality—-the Quality You W an t to Give.

rp H O S E who make progress take ad-L vantage o f opportunity.
Mining and
TransportingPotash Today there is a chance to replace the
Potash losses o f the past years at very
low prices.

It will pay you to take up the matter with your
fertilizer dealer and let him understand that
you want goods with from 4 to 10 per cent of
actual Potash. Do it now so that there will be
ample time to have the desired goods made up
and delivered.

Gifjts

f

Suspenders

-

Fancy Vests

|

Sweaters

=

1

Pajamas

Hats and Caps

l

Suits

|

I

1

N ight Robes

Belts

i

Overcoats

1

1

1

Union Suits

H

!

■ ..... ............... .

i

Hosiery
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l

Fur Coats
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L. S. Punngton
Houlton, Maine
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which is now being wiped out. They OBREGON WINS
are taking up the study of fish food
TOWARD UNITY
supply of the Pacific with the assur
Tlie first year
of Gen.
Alvaro
ance that with scientific propagation
and protection of fish in Pacific wa Obregon’s administration as Presi
ters the Pacific Ocean will supply suf dent of Mexico, which ends Nov. 30.
ficient fish food, preserved, to feed lias been one essentially of reconstruc
the world. The problem oi saturation, tion and reorganization. He became
A m erican Chemists H a v e Accom pl shed the W o n d e rs or the knowledge of just how many i the head of a republic torn and worn
people a country may naturally sup { by revolution, split by factional strife,
W h ic h Ancient Chemists Strived for by the the
port, is to be taken up by the Pan ! its finances a wreck and its rehabilita
Utilization o f C oal T a r By-Products
Pacific Union and a conference will tion an almost superhuman task.
be called to discuss the subject. TwoA new cabinet post,, secretary of
(Told in Eight Sketches)
thirds of the world’s population live education, has been added during the
1adjacent to Pacific lands and the year, and its head, Jose Vasconcelos,
By John Raymond
immigration problem has become an has been promised adequate financial
No. IV
acute one.
Japan allows but 1,500 means to carry out an ambitious
TH E ALCH E M IST’S DREAM
; Chinese to migrate to her shores program of education, which, Presi
annually and California does not wish dent Obregon says, is the nation's
Through the literature of the an crudes? Add nitric
this many Japanese, while Hawaii greatest problem.
cries for thousands more Oriental
cients runs the absorbing story of the acid, or any one of
Rails Reorganized
hundreds of chemi
laborers
for her sugar cane fields.
alchemist's patient search f6r the
The
federal-owned
railroads have
cals and either heat
“ It has been pointed out by some
been completely reorganized in the
touchstone which would transform all or cool as the case
Pacific scientists that the United
managerial departments and some
base metals into pure gold, and the may be, and we get
States cannot support a population of
progress is being made toward their
a
host
of
other
com
never-ending quest for the elixir which
more than a quarter of a billion living
rehabilitation. Rolling stock has been
pounds
described
according to the standard of the Anwould restore youth to the aged and
acquired
and an alarming port con
a s intermediates.
■glo Saxon, while she might easily
would cure all human ills. The alche
gestion.
which
threatened bankruptcy
Although some of
support a billion population living ac
mist, driven from cellar to garret and the crudes a n d
' to many interior merchants who were
cording to the standard of the Japan
i unable to obtain shipments of goods,
often put to death, had an elemental many of the in
ese and twice as many if the Chinese
! has been appreciably relieved.
are
knowledge of chemistry and vaguely termediates
standard of living is adopted. Science
The agrarian question still vexes,
dreamed that it could be made to per useful as such, the real development steps in and says that perhaps means
begins with the chemical treatment may he found to make the soil twice although the administration states
form wonders.
of the intermediates. With many of as productive as it is at present, which that its program in regard to lands is
It was Ben Jonson’s alchemist, these intermediates, one line of treat
would, of course, solve the Japanese on the road to completion. Under the
Subtle, back in the early seventeenth ment will produce drugs, another immigration problem for another gen- direction of the national agrarian
century who planned “to change all high explosives, another poison gases, i eration and banish famine and starve- commission several hundred thousand
that is in my house to gold, and early still other perfumes, food flavors and ; tion from China for some time to acres of land have been appropriated
photographic materials.
Some have come. They point out that Java, with from the large haciendas and deliver
in the morning to send to all the
varying peace and war time uses with a population of six millions a century ed to the peasants. Protests have
plumbers and pewterers and buy their out further treatment. It should be
ago, suffered from famine and over flowed into government offices and
tin and lead up; and to Lothbury for noted that some of these crudes re population. The Dutch stepped in with charges of bald confiscation have been
all the copper.” And more than that, quire as many as fifteen manipulations ! scientific methods of agriculture, with openly made.
by means of this magic elixir, in eight to produce a given compound and in
The Obregon government lias been
the result that today Java, with a
and twenty days he planned to trans each manipulation a by-product is
! population of 36,000,000 is threatened charged with a trend toward radical
form an old man of four score into a produced which again must he made
ism.
Various
state
governments,
1with a serious shortage of labor.
prattling child.
into something useful in order to
Vera
Cruz and
“ These are some of the problems notably those of
Certainly, chemistry has not suc avoid waste.
discussed at the Pan Pacific Union Puebla, have enacted laws that are
ceeded in performing these marvels.
It is because of this treatment and conferences. The heads of all Pacific regarded as radical, and pleas for
The philosopher’s stone still is an un retreatment of coal, crudes and inter
countries are officers of the union and federal intervention to prevent their
known quantity to science, buried, per mediates that it is so easy to convert
1it is even hoped that next Summer .i enforcement have been met with the
haps, with the pot of gold at the rain a dye plant into a factory for the pro
conference may he held in Honolulu official statement that the chief execu
bow’s end, and the elixir of youth is as duction of high explosives or poison ' of the presidents and premiers of tive;
will
not
encroach
on
the
deeply hidden as on that far-off day ous gases almost over night.
sovereignty of the states. There are
Pacific lands.
when De Soto set forth so bravely
Germany was indeed farsighted,
“ A Pan Pacific school of journalism, frequent sanguinary dashes in the
from Spain to find it in the new world. back in 1859, when she took advantage
located at the ocean's cross roads, is state's of Yucatan ami Michoacan
But chemistry has accomplished won of Perkin’s discovery, and began the
one of the recommendations of the bed we'e'ii radicals and conservative's,
ders by the utilization of coal tar by development of a gigantic dye industry Press Congress amj this may he es with the> forme«r still retaining their
products which contribute to every so that she might never be without
tablished to train men of all languages power.
phase of our daily life. Take the the crudes and intermediates so
The> war department announces that
of the ocean in modern newspaper
fairy glass of the chemist and look in- j essential to success in war or peapi
progress is being made in the re
methods."
to this rather uninteresting substance
Germany developed the synthetic
duction of the' federal army to 5i*.0m»
dye industry, just as she developed
— coal.
mem. entailing the dismissal of many
W e put a kettle of it over a fire and other industries, to create employ ROAD BILL WILL
snore generals and other high officers.
we see leaving at various times what ment and wealth for her millions. But
CREATE WORK FOR
Tim dismissed soldie>rs are being
the chemist calls the Crudes-benzone. through these development;’ she learn
MANY JOBLESS MEN given an opportunity to colonize.
toluene, xylene, napthalene, phenol, ed the value of chemistry, of chemi
Fails to Get Recognition
Fifty thousand idle men will g*-’
anthracene, carbazol, and some others. cals, and of chemists themselves.
i’n-sident Obregon lias been unable
But these are the most important. She realized early how dependent her work through the passage of the G.aid to secure re'eognition of his governSome are clear liquids, some are peace development was on chemistry : Roads bill, appropriating #75.11(111,11011 ment by the United States, Great
beautiful crystals, and she soon saw the value cf chem in state-aid road building funds it was
Britain and France' To many observ
predicted at headquarters of th"
but all are brought ical industries to war. Germany saw
ers, this failure
is
the
gre'ate'st.
out of the black that the manufacture of dyes required national unemployment conference.
deter re1nt to stability and prosperity
Although the measure carried #75.- now confremting the chief executive.
coal tar by the much chemical research and also that
magician’s w a n d. dye making made use of the waste (MlO.lKHi, twice that much money will Thr I'nited State's has said that the
which is s i m p l y products from the coke ovens, them actually he turned loose on road pro Mexican Presidemt must sign a treaty
fractional distilla selves a necessity to her iron and jects, as the states must match the of amity and ce>mmerce> as a prior
tion ; that is, cateh- steel industry. She saw its value in allotments made to them by the gov act to re'cognitiem and this President
ing and condensing j the production of explosives, gases ernment. One-third of the money is Obregon has steadfastly declined to
the vapors given o ff, and fertilizers for her fields. This available l'or immediate work and the do. asse*rting suedi action would be
at various tempera- i foresight gave Germany a forty year remainder can be used after July 1, neither legal nor within the dignity
lures.
; start on the United States, and the 1922.
or pride of the nation. A deadlock on
Now, what of the rest of the world.
Enactment of the roads bill was recogniton now exists.
urged by the
unemployment
con
Last May President Obregon placed
Released by the Institute of American Business, New York)
ference as one of the best steps that on export tax em oil shipments from
could be immediately taken to better Mexico and a loud protect went up
PRESS MUST TELL
labor conditions.
from American producers. Production
PEOPLES OF PACIFIC
The hill also appropriated $15,ou0,- and development shut down and shipEACH OTHER’S AIMS 000 for the improvement of National
Forest roads.
Education alone will bind together
People pf the United States do not
The Federal Highway Act, just
>at enough bread. A scientific au- the peoples of the Pacific, it was
passed
in a general way resembles the
hority of Cornell Medical college at- decided at a%series of conferences
Federal-Aid
Act of 1916. hut contains
rlbiites the small quantity of bread held recently under the auspices of
several new features. Administration
the
Pan-Pacific
Union
in
Honolulu,
the
onsumed here to the fact that high
01 the act of the Secretary of Agri
rages are paid and that people are cross roads of the Pacific, according
culture, and under him the Bureau of
Dclined to purchase the most expen- to Alexander Hume Ford, secretarydirector of the Union. Leading scien Public Roads, remains unchanged.
Ive foods.
tists, educators and editors of Pacific ! Apportionment of the fund to the
Not until the big world conflict was
States is almost the same as in the
roll launched did the present genera- lands attended the meetings.
previous act, the fund being divided
ion realize the significance of bread
Summing up the work of the con- j
into three parts, one part apportioned
nd the vast part it plays in the well- ference, Mr. Ford recently said i t ,
according to population, one accord
eing of the Individual.
was decided that the press was the
ing to area, and one according to mile
medium of educating the |
A shortage of transportation facili- surest
age of rural and star mail routes. A
les and chaotic trade conditions gen- peoples of the Pacific as to each new feature is tin* stipulation that no
rally during the war resulted in dis- other’s true aims and ambitions and ; state shall receive less than one-half
ressing food conditions that brought in bringing them into better under- ’ of one per cent of the total fund which
j
ome to the individual a keener reali- standing.
in this case, amounts to $365,824. This
ation of the true value of bread.
“ Through the Pan Pacific Union, j stipulation will increase the amount
One writer in contemplaiting its tre- which is now supported by all the |received by four of the smaller states,
lendous economic Importance ex- governments about the greatest of Delaware, New Hampshire, Rhode
laimed, “Today nations are made or oceans, the scientists are arranging to Island and Vermont.
In Packages of 10 Cigars each
rrecked because of their wheat sup- study the scientific problems of the
Pacific and to seek their proper solu
ly, or lack of it.”
tions,”
Mr. Ford said. “ Already they
The lack of sufficient bread is a big
have
found
the remedy for leprosy.
actor in the conditions of unrest

O D E R N I IA Y

IKE SIGNIFICANCE
OF BREAD AS A
WORLD RATION

If It W asn ’t Good, It W ouldn’t Sell
An Old Fam ily
Doctor’s Favorite
Prescription

rhich exist in many parts of the earth
»day. The significance that is atached to an abundant bread supply
i illustrated by the fact that in order
> avoid the dangers of bread riots,
everal European nations subsidized
lie wheaten loaf and charged the loss
p to the cost of the war.
The French have always been big
read eaters. They get 60 per cent
f their diet in the form of bread. The
eople of Spain and Italy are also
earty consumers of bread.
Under
le stress of war, the Italians de
lved 90 per cent of their nourish
ment from bread.
Grpat Britain also greatly increased
er consumption of bread during warmes. A very restricted meat supply
leant that the British simply bail to
At more bread.
In England bread eating increased
om 35 per cent to 50 per cent of the
let. The continuance of this large
msumption since the close of the war
i pretty good evidence that the Engsh prefer this simpler diet to the
tore expensive diet of pre-war days.
Food experts now recognize bread
i the master builder of physical i
.rength. Bread is the best fuel food
id the least expensive. It is also ;
icellent repair food and the diet'
hteh includes a generous proportion
' Inread w ill renew the body tissues
i they become worn through activity
’ many kinds.

BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
Has long been a standard household
remedy for coughs, colds, croup,
grip])'', colic, cramps, sprains, strains,
rheumatic and neuralgic pains, etc.
Sale constantly growing.
All drug
and general stores in liberal bottles.
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Victors

Liniment
0

m
uy
l :.
A innou d
yinne

Internal and External
100 years o f Success

Many a volunteer nurse in re
mote sections has given heart
felt praise to this grand old
anodyne. Its timely use insures
speedy relief and safety against
complications.
G e n e ra tio n
after generation of happy users
have proved it to be the great
est of all family remedies for
Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat,
Grippe, Cramps, Colic, Chills,
Strains, Cuts, Burns, Etc.
All dealers. 25 and 50 cents.

Court Street
Rev. Henry C. Speed, Pastor
10.30 morning worship with sermon
12.00 Bible School with classes for
men and women.
6.00 Senior C. E. Service
7.00 Song Service followed by ser
mon.
Church prayer meeting Tuesday even• ing at 7.30.
A year, then, of Obregon finds a na Choir rehearsal Friday evening at 7.30
tion more united and outwardly peace All seats free.
ful than in years; still struggling to
Methodist Episcopal
arrange its finances, but handicapped
Corner School and Military Streets
by lack of recognition by three great
Rev. A. E. Luce, Pastor
powers;
a nation making
some
10.30 a. m. Public Worship with ser
progress along the lines of recon
mon
struction and reorganization.
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ
ized and Graded Classes for all.
President Obregon, enjoying better
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting and
health today than he did a year ago.
Preparatory Members Class.
is optimistic and says that the sun is 6.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting
under the auspices of the Epworth
slowly but surely breaking through
League.
the clouds.
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching serviee
with vested chorus choir
General
prayer meeting at 7.30 every
CHURCH SERVICE
Tuesday evening.
Claims against the government for
damages suffered by foreigners during
the revolutionary periods are to be
treated by a mixed claims commission,
according to President Obregon’s sug
gestion, but thus far there is no inti
mation that such a commission has
been established.

Free Baptist

Rev.

F. Clarke

Hartley,

Pastor

F IR S T C H U R C H O F H O U L T O N
U n itarian

Morning service at 10.30 a. m.
Military Street at KelleYan
Sunday School at 12.00 m.
Preaching Service regularly every
Young People's meeting 6.00 p. m.
Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
Evening service at 7.00 p. m.
Sunday
School every Sunday at 12.00
Special music by choir
D w ight F. Mowery, M inister
Choir practice Monday nights
Tuesday night church prayer and 114 Court Street
Tel. 186-W
praise Service.
Church

of the Good Shepherd

Re^. H. Scott Smith, Rector
Sunday Services
Holy Communion at 8 a. in.
Also on the first Sunday in the
month at 10.30
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.3.0
Sunday School at noon.
Evening prayer and sermon at 7
o’clock

Rev. A. M. Thompson, Pastor
with

TOO
LATE
Death only-a matter of short time.
Don’t wait until pains and aches
become incurable diseases. Avoid
painful consequences by taking

GOLDMEDAL
.. tk\ R>f.- ill

9

O O SSW B

JL. A. Barker & Co., Oakfleld, Maine

EVERY BLEMISH RE-

F irst Congregational Church

Morning Worship at 10.30
Sunday School at 12 o’clock
classes for men and women.

Money back without question
if H U N T ’S G U A R A N T E E D
SK IN DISEASE REM EDIES
(Hunt’s Salve and Soap),fail in (
the treatment ofltch. Eczema,
Ringworm,Tetter orotherltchin g ekin diseases. Try thie
• rcattnfnt at our risk.

T h e worlds star, deed remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder end uric acid trcublor— fhe

National Remedy of Holland since i.;G6.
Guaranteed. Three sizes, all driig.';3ts.
toofclfor the nan.e Gold Medal on every box
and Accept no imitation

'

MOVED IN A FEW DAYS

By a N ew M ethod, and T h in , Pale People
Increase W e ig h t Q u ic k ly by S im ply
Using a F ew 5 -G ra in A rg o Phosphate T a b le ts . T h e y act
L ik e M agic.

Even in many stubborn cases that
have baffled physicians and beauty spe
cialists for years. You have never in
youi^ life heard of anything like it.
They make muddy complexions, pimples,
eruptions, red spois, blackheads vanish
quickly. Your complexion can be clear
and you can have a beautiful rounded
figure.
Your face, hands, arms and
shoulders can be made beautiful beyond
your fondest dreams in a few days by
this wonderful new discovery which
ohosphatizes the system. Its effect many
‘ laim is marvelous, this treatment is
absolutely harmless to the most delicate
person and pleasant to use.
SPECIAL NOTICE: —Ladies wishing to
increase bust development should secure
one or two ounces of Rosetone from their
druggist and apply once or twice daily.
This is a most effective remedy arid
perfectly harmless when used in connec
tion with argo-phosphate. It will round
out your form and increase your weight
like magic; unless \ou desire to increase
your weight do not use argo-phosphate.

Fertilizers
Jf you want the best Fertilizer on
the market— and want to own it
right, write or phone for
particulars

Willis L D resser
Ca l a i s ,

M a i n e

When a Federal Bureau remind,:
you that children should not
drink cojfee or tea—why not think
of your own health?
The Federal Bureau of Education includes
in its rules to promote health among the Nation’s
school children, the warning that children should
not drink coffee or tea.

The harm is by no means confined to chil
dren, as any doctor can tell you.

a

Doctor's Prescription

ments ceased. They were resumed Young People's Meeting at 6 p. .m
early in September after an agreement Prayermeeting Tuesday evenings at
7.30
as to taxes between the oil men and
The Ladies’ Guild meets Monday even
Secretary de la Huerta.
ings weekly.
The financial rehabilitation of Mex The Ladies’ Circle meets Wednesday
afternoons weekly.
ico is still a subject for study and the
only definite information on that The Ladies’ Missionary Society meets
the second Wednesday of each
subject is the official assurance that
month.
the government wishes to arrange its
debts.
F irst Baptist

The reason is well known. Coffee and tea
contain drugs which stimulate and often over
excite the nerves, and so upset health.

la many a sharp struggle
against serious developments.

m j
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Real Estate for Sale
G reat Opportunity fo r Investm ent or Business

3-four tenement houses,

1-single

tenant

house,

Marge

stable and 1 barn, all located on same land, yielding gross, rents
of $1800. per annum.

Must he sold in settlement of partnership.

All tenements occupied.
supervise remainder.

Owner could live in one tenement and

Easily, re-arranged into apartment houses.

Location within 200 feet of main and business street.
great bargain.
Call or inquire:
Gardiner, Maine.

Industrial

For cash

Company, 11 Main

Street,
8-50

If health is valuable to childhood, it is valu
able always. If harm to health should be avoided
until bodies grow up, is it worth taking a chance
with health when bodies have grown up?
You can have that delicious and satisfying
cereal beverage, Postum, with any meal, and be
safe— you, and the children, too. There’s charm
without harpi in Postum.
Postum comes in two forms; Instant Postum (in tins)
made instantly in the cup by the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of larger bulk, for those who
prefer to make the drink while the meal is being prepared}
made by boiling for 20 minutes. Sold by all grocers.

T h e road to health is a good road
fo r a n y b o d y to fo llo v

HOULTOX

FACE SIX

TIMES,
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14, 1921

knoun while the defenders of the Am. SALVATION ARMY
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
CL AS S I F I ED ADS
Ex. Co. were Henry Kallock, Dwigiit
MAKING P U N S FOR
Davis, Hollis Savage, Joe .Monahan
Xmas Sale at Mrs. Randall's, Bridge- W atch for Osgood’s “ Dutch Auction
Nice line of bead necklaces
to start soon,
and Tyler Nevers.
CHRISTMAS EFFORT forwater.
Xmas also fancy cretonne aprons, j —
(Continued from page 1)
’ Envoy and Mrs. Cohn officers in
No boys or Apprentices at Oagood’s,
but five experienced Watchmakers.
CRIMINAL CASES
j charge of Salvation Armv of Houlton. If you want a nice tender goose for
vour Christmas dinner
order
it
-----——------—— -— ------------------------world interest in the Press Congress
IN S. J. COURT |state that there is to he an usual from W. E. Eanjoy, phone 81-13.
f 4 Mrs\
A - R ndall’s Millinery
and began to measure the field of
150p
Parlor, Bridgewater, marked down
The following cases have been tried ; elfort to make the
coming Christmas
international service that is opening
__ ■
__ half price after Dec. 15th.
during the past week:
j one of the best in the histor.v of the _________
before it.
W.
H.
Watts
of
the
Houlton
Granite
T y p e w rite r R i b b ^ T t ^
Frank J. McNeil of Caribou indicted Army’s dealing with the public,
all Machines
The countries represented at the
and
Marble
Works
is
in
Presque
Isle
as well as Carbon Paper made b\
for manslaughter in causing the death
Free
Christmas dinners will be
Honolulu meeting were: Spain, Great
on
business.
Webster—There’s none better. Call
of a young boy. Jas. Patterson was
served to the poor on Saturday, Dec.
Britain, Guatamala, Greece. New Zea
Miss Louise Lallin of Presque isle or send to TIMES Office.
struck
by
McNeil’s
car.
A
petition
L
from
eleven
to
three
o
clock,
land, Korea. Australia, Canada, China
for clemency signed by a large mini- There will he spread at the Coniimini- siient a few days last week with Miss Buy A larm Clocks of Osgood. Best
(north and south), Cuba, Bulgaria,
makes and lowest prices.
ber of citizens was
presented
to j Lv Home tables to accomodate at Janice Clark on Spring Street.
Japan, Norway, Philippine Islands and
Mrs. James M. Pierce returned
ter investigation in Octobei tin ( om ; j ustice Deasey. A fine of $3000 and east one hundred. On these tallies
Gentlemen looking fo r a nice room,
the United States.
sh1
mission filed an opinion in connection j
^
impoge(,
will he placed everything to make up Saturday from Portland where
handy to town can be accomodated.
The largest delegation,
course. ^
^
^
8Uggesting that
it
.
.
lfr and
,.n(i Mis.
Urs ft
LightoTIMES
and bath.
been
visiting Mi.
K. K
^ ! Lunt
office. Apply to C. G.
a real Christmas dinner. There will has
Victor
Violette
of
Van
Buren
was
came from the mainland of
of the thought reductions varying fioni 16 ^fined $50 and costs on a liquor charge.
States. Twenty-five states
also be one table for guests who wish
Coupons fo r ty p e w rite r ribbons may
In the case of Mrs. Ester Audibert,|t° pay f ° r their dinner. This money ^ ............. ."*
Union and the Territory of Hawaii to ^5 Per cent should be made m
be exchanged at the TIMES office
were officially represented at the! these Western hay and grain rates, charged with adultery, upon a plea |will be retained for the local w o r k ; MINE BOSS SAYS
for any machine.
meeting. New York had the largest
Referring to the question why New of guilty was fined $500 and the t of the Salvation Army
A Community Christmas tree will j
delegation. 18, followed by California! England had been left out of the sentence
one of OSGOOD’S Five Expert
was
suspended.
T.
T.
I proposed
.,«n n n i.a / 1
tten
o ll
per cent reduction, he Michaud, charged with the same sen be on Monday night, Dec. 26, when |
enced Watchmakers repair your
with 16, and Missouri third with 10.
Arizona Man W as Sim ply Down and watch. It will pay you.
gave as the reason that it was due to
tence, entered a like plea and was presents will be giveja out to poor
The states represented were: AlaOut and Couldn’t Even Move
their unfavorable financial situation fined $1000 and costs taxed at $500. children.
j
Send 10c o r flvei names fo r enchant
.tamp, California, Connecticut, Florida,
H im self— Feeds Fine Now
as compared with the other carriers.
ing sample and Free Premium Offer.
Envoy and Mrs. Cole ask the public j
Crawford
and
H.
Shaw
appeared
for
Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Kansas,
----- —
You’ll be delighted. Springfield PerThis he ilustrated by figures show
to
assist
in
donating
articles
for
the
j
the
defendants
in
these
cases.
Kentucky, Massachusetts. Maine, Mic
Harry E. Scott, a well-known mine I fume Co.. Springfield, Mass.
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ing the large deficits they had made,
Irene Auibert, husband of the tree or cooking for dinners or baskets
higan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Misboss, whose address is Box 68:!, |GlTu Wanted for CUrttaTpin Factory
their earnings within the
periods
plaintiff in the above case,
plead which will be placed in poor homes. Tombstone, Arizona, writes:
! at Davidson. Good wages and steady
T ri^ ^ 6b,” 8 «^nth
0hn»k„?HU aTexaa' ! spertfieil »el..g inadequate to meet guilty to assault and battery upon Kettles will be seen in the streets
“I was down and out nearly all the j work. Inquire at office of Summit
Pennsylvania, South Dakota'
. operating expenses and fixed charges
Michaud, and was sentenced to six from now on.
time with rheumatism and finally got I Lumber Company, Houlton or write
“ I S S y *' a°
*
jby very considerable amount* Some |
, he
. where
,
T
. . . .t move, even to feed i _______________________
to above Company at Davidson.
to
I couldn
______________ _tf
OI GOlumoia.
improvement had of late been made, i
, ,
Mrs. Harry Little of Davidson, Me.
T u «d a y evening a Band concert
^
^
much. |)elow a isentence suspended. Iheae eases as
was the week-end guest of Mrs. James myself. My wife thought I would Old Postage Stamps — Cash fo r atamps
never get well again, and she knew
used before 1880, on or off letters,
vraa given at the hotel by the Military |healthy
_ „ h v ' financial
flnnm.|al standard,
8tandard.
It was j would he upposed are closely interHartley,
North St.
, 4.
..
;w
collections
stamps.
j woven and the decision of the Court
band which Is employed by the city
my
condition
better
than
anyone
else,
j
Rogg 23and
Wegtrevenue
gt ? RutIand
y t J.
for that reason that New England
took
into
consideration
the
facts
lead“ I was absolutely helpless when my 1
and which is available for any
lines were not included in the pro
448p
' ing up to the sentences,
occasion including public concerts
wife started giving me Tanlac and in --------------- HOULTON
TRUST
COMPANY
posed reduction— because their finan
j Thomas Glinn was found guilty of
and Whatever is necessary, the
tour days I ate a heartv meal for the F‘a'
!°r Chr'»tma*Annual Meeting
cial condition was such that receiver
Eastman
I intoxication and was sent for an inevenings that were not taken up with
first
time 1in
many’ months.
months. Tanlac
Tanlac „opd
’ oniv a Kodak, postal card size,
.
,
,
i
1
1
1
Sl
ume
U
man>
ships would face most of them if
May be seen
l determinate term to the State
KeThe annual meeting ot t i e s are-1 put me on my t’eet and pm back on at the TIMES office,
Band concerts, while we were there,
their revenues were decreased.
formatorv for Men at South Wind- holders of the Houlton Tiust ( ompanj j tjle j 0j, working hard and feeling just
were given up to dancing at the hotel,
tilil at
-if the
(Via Banking
nanL-inff rooms
wnnni o r\
I
While the meeting was called for I .......
' ,1-ill
will I,a
he h
held
oft' |
"
....... » j'- ji
A Concord wagon was left in a yard
ha ni
on the broad piazzas which surround
the purpose of discussing and taking !
e young
man 1*ahl Trust Company, Tuesday, the ! . ne’f 1 have gained eighteen pounds
on Main Street the night of Oct. 31,
R. Frost, the
the court of the hotel next to Wakiki
Hallo’en. Owner may recover proper
some action on the freight reduction : *s,ason
>assed a worth-' :’ r(l ,la>’ ot' January. 1922, at 10 o'clock! 1,1 weight’ to°{
from
up
country
who
pass'
•
- .......
xu
,
! Tanlac is sold in Houlton at Munro’s ty by paying for this ad at the TIMES
beach.
question, incidental attention was !j less check at the Snell House was I >»
the forenoon, for the election of West End Drug Store; Bridgewater, ° ^ ce-__________________________________
After spending two days at the hotel
paid to other grievances of potato j given a suspended sentence and re i J rustees and Executive Board from
wo packed our hand bags Tuesday
Bridgewater Drug Co., Oakfield, L. A. L,ve agents wanted to handle city
shippers and growers.
j! turned to his home.
• said Trustees, and such other business
evening for a five day trip around the
Barker Co.; Ludlow, O. A. Stevens;
trade for the genuine Watkins ProOne of the chief hardships the ship
The bright appearance of the boy i as may legally be done,
Islands of the Hawaiian group, and
Ashland, W. C. Bowley; New Lim-1 ducts. A real opportunity. Write topers complained of was the require j bis youth, and the steady habits of
W I LEO ItI) F UL LER TO N,
as the steamer was to sail at 3.30 on
erick, Hoar & Sutherland.
1
^ r ^ e© sample and pariculars.
ment of the B. & A. Railroad regar,.
Treasurer.
J. R. Watkins Co., Dept. 71, New Y o rk ,
Wednesday morning we went to the ing the pre-payment of freight rates.; lis ,ile hciotofoie, figured in his favor
N. Y.
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boat Tuesday night where we passed This was declared to be a very bur^)<m f hapninn t’oi indictment chargN O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
------i ,
, *•
'ing him with driving an automoidle
the night, using the same staterooms
j Public notice is hereby given that Bank Book No. 13804 issued by the
that we bed on onr trip aero*, from densome exact,on on (he part ot the ;
Notice of F ir s t Meeting of Creditors
Houlton Savings Bank is reported
Upton J. Haley of Caribou, in the
B. & A., and one that placed shippers
In the D is tric t Co urt of the United County of Aroostook and State
Fined $10 hand costs.
Frisco and the members of the party
of lost, and this notice is given, as
at an extreme disadvantage in financ
William Depray. liquor charge fine States for the N o rth e r n Division of the j Maine, by his mortgage deed dated required by law. that a duplicate book
from Honolulu who were guests of the
ing the handling of the nnnense po
In Ba nk rup tc y . , November 15th, 1919, and recorded in may be issued. L. O. Ludwig. Treas.
$100 and costs and Go days in jail. D is tr ic t of Maine.
city were assigned other rooms on
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fn Matter of
f
i Vol. 314, Page 527. of the Southern Dec. 12, 1921.
tato crop of Aroostook, The claim ; Herbert Eennimore charge of ope:at-, 0
,
, ,
the boat.
°
: S olom on Isa a cso n
in Uiinkmpt t‘y District Aroostook Registry of Deeds,
was especially urged that the Bangor •
Next week we will give an account
conveyed to Henry S. Mitton of said H and w ritten Calling Cards. Beautiful
ing an automobile while intoxicated. <■
Bankrupt. |
,, ..
. .
.
,
peiuiiansnip
and Aroostook, even if inclined, had j
of the five day trip and the many
Fine $inn and costs.
1 T(, tiu. nyuitoi's of sai,
Solomon Caribou, a certain piece oi parcel of dav c.0ntainer or case. Especially for
no right to require pre-payment be- '
places of interest that we visited.
Elmer Rogers for intoxication $10 Isaacson of Van Kmvn in tin county of real estate _with the buildings there- presents Senders name on each case,
yond Northern Maine Junction.
, package, one dozen. No
Aroostook, and District aforesaid, bank on. situate in the town and village ot gQc
fine and costs.
said
Caribou,
and
bounded and ..........
Mr. Hart, on behalf of the B. & A. 1
rupt.
stamps.
Order at once.
W.
Victor Violette intoxication $50 fine
{described as follows, to wit: beginNotice is hereby given that oil tin- 1:i; i■j ning at an iron pin on the north line Greene. Richmond, Me.
Railroad, replied more or less in de
35u
and costs.
nay of Dee. A. I i. l'.ilM. tile said Solomon
tail to these various complaints. In
the southeast Young Women W anted— W m . Know!Benjamin Condon charged with as- Isaacson was duly adjudicated bank- of Smith Street at
j corner of land conveyed by Louis C.
regard to the prepayment of freight
ton & Sons. Mfrs.. wants girls to
sault upon an officer of the L a w rupt; and that the first meeting of credi |Stearns to H. S. Mitton: thence, west
learn to sew and trim ladies’ aad
count, he claimed in brief that it was
(Continued from page 1)
tors
will
be
held
at
the
office
of
Edwin
L
and
found guilty.
Exceptions tiled
Y.til in Hnultoii on tile 31st d;t\ nf !)•*<• erly along the north line of Smith ediildren's hats at their plant in West
put in force, owing to the default of
Street eighty and four-tenths feet to Upton, Mass. Good pay and excellent
A. D.. UUl, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon
of increasing patronage gradually en connecting lines, in particular the 1case carried to the Law Court.
an iron pin: thence, north 37% degrees opportunitv for ambitious girls. Ideal
Colon
Knight
on
charge
of
assault
which
time
the
said
creditors
may
atlarged it until at the time it was sold Maine Central and the Boston and ,
east parallel with the east line of land living conditions. For further inforwas adjudged guilty and fined $luO tend, prove their claims, appoint a trusto the present proprietor, George Maine. The latter line, with which
eonveyed as aforesaid ninety-eight mation communicate at once with Max
and ordered to pay costs amount ine ' ree. examine the bankrupt and transact
south H. Golden, Room 41, 102 Exchange St.,
Russell, it'measured 30 by 60. From the B. & A. had contract relations on
-met) other business ns may properly come feet to an iron pin: thence,
61%
degrees
east
eighty-one
and
two- Portland. Ale.
Transportation adto
$197.
an obscure place on a small lake the subject, either could not or was
before said meeting.
tenths feet to an iron pin on the east vanced.
Alfred Somerville was adjudged
47tf
I );i ti'd at f P ill it ( Hi. I »cc. 13t i1. It'L’ I.
Crescent Park gradually grew to be disinclined to meet its obligations
line of land conveyed by Stearns as
guilty. Mr. Somerville when ordered
EDWIN L VAIL,
aforesaid: thence, southerly along said
the mecca of pleasure seekers all promptly, and it was a case where
Referee in Bankruptcy. ; east line one hundred ten feet to the
over northern Maine. Its growth may j ; he Ban'gor & Ar00st00k either hm, off a portion of and which he claim
north line of Smith Street and place
be determined from the fact that In j (Q put
,orce the rule of pre,,avlwllt ed he had a right to be on drew a
B A N K R U P T ’S P E T IT IO N FOR
i of beginning, containing two-tenths of
D IS C H A R G E
revolver
on
a
Air.
Uallauan
threaten
the beginning there were only eleven i or g0 out of commlssio„
„HS,
j an acre, more or less.
the m atter o f
ing to shoot. He was ordered to pay In
In Bankruptcy!
The premises above described are
L i-o n
L a v d ix
cottages on the lake while today the '
of transport.!,; the products of
a line of $l.un and $50 costs.
j the same premises conveyed to the
Bankruptl
number of aummer places number Northerll Maine
In the Oscar Adams case where an T
o
Clarence Hal «
:
; said Upton J. Haley bv the said Henry
very
The growth'i ,In regard, to
, the demurrage comDistrict Court of the United States for o
Mitton hv hiy Hp p R o f W q r r a n fv
J close to a hundred.
,
indictment was returned of guilt v to
theD4strict of Maine.
,
h
^ ‘ " I vVairantx
of cottages on the lake, the size of plaln(s. he sai(1 that question was
.
,
, ,
•
u :n N
i.AYdiN .,f c.vr i ’la nt at On ' dated November 15th, 1919.
his
th? ( «,mnty ot- Aroostook
and
That the condition in said mortgage
the Park and the Increasing patronage t|leI| under discussion, though as vet an attempt to murder and kill,
and he pleaded g tate Qf Maine, In satd District respectbroken by reason whereof the said Now Open andReady for You
which it enjoys every year was all n0 ,,eoi3ion ha(, beel,'arrived at 'as plea was retracted
guilty to the charge.Adams
through lullv represents that on the L’th day of Henry S. Mitton claims a foreclosure Practicalcourses inBookkeeping and
due to the energy and progress ot H» i regardg the actlon that (.0Illd be or
a lit of jealousy attempted to shoot
'a s *
|,:lst,
ht.
Aj ! " 1; j o f s a , d mortsage.
Accountancy, Shorthand and Typefounder, and this fact will justify the h ,. , t k
wife and then to commit
suicide. Congress refatln? to ^ B an k ru p tcy ; that :
1 Caribou. Maine, November writing, Penmanship, etc., equip you
prophecy that this new and larger j After consUlerabie further discus- Both woeo -It tho Arnncinnk ho«nit-»i he has du,y surrendered ail his propirty 28th. 1921.
„
_
for work without loss ot time.
venture, having aa it does an expert. s,on „ was moved that a commlttee l.otn \\ t 11 at tiu A ro o sto o k hospital an(j r jghts of property, and has folly
Henry S. Mitton,
4
..
.
. . . .
fo r a tim e hut recovered and are n o w complied with all the requirements of
By
his
Attorney,
Right
now is the time to get started.
enoed hand behind it, should have an h(i appolnted t0 draft resoiutions to
,
,
,
said Acts and of the orders of Court
liv in g to ge th er again.
T h e sentence touching: his bankruptcy.
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John B. Roberts Houlton Business College, Houlton, Me.
equally successful career.
I be pre8ented at the meeti
ot the

PRESS CONGRESS GUESTS
AT THE MOANA HOTEL

said covering the general situation.
During the past
year,
complaints
were filed by shippers in what is
known as the Western ami .Mountain
Pacific groups, into which the Inter
state Commerce Commission has di
vided the country, those two groups
comprising in a general way all the
territory beyond the Mississippi. The
first complaint covered livestock and
livestock products. After due hear
ing certain reductions were made in
that connection.
The second complaint had refer
ence to hay and grain rates, and af-

HE WAS HELPLESS!IS

j

HEW SUMMER RESORT ON
SHORES OF GRAND LAKE

v -is not
not m
mn
tp m
thnn
fo u
u rr .years
v-p-irc or
n r mss
loss- decreed
W h e re fo
he (5ourt
p rays, tnThat
m ay dt8.
be
\.as
ore
a n io
byre the
havehea full

The site has long been admired by Interstate commerce Commission at
than two in States Prison and this wchurge from all d^bts provable against
people with an eye to the beauties o f ;
forthcoming investigation in Washhis estate under said bankruptcy Acts.
-xeent such debts as are excepted by
nature and a great interest ia already lngton
John M H m ey of Mars sentence was suspended.
May son L. Forest on charge of is- iw from sue!) discharge.
Du ted this ITtli tin of <ictolicr A. I'.
being abown In the prospect.
; Hm. j. c. Briggs of Caribou, and R
uing false checks found guilty and a 1931.
Kent of Presque Isle were chosen as jail sentence issued.
I'.EON I.AVoIX
|such committe
Bankrupt
John White on charge of stealing arr
O R D E R OF N O T IC E T H E R E O N
! On motion of Mr. Hibbard it was automobile sentenced to six month's DNtrict of Maine. Northern Division,
<*n this l"fh day ■»)' I icrfii.biw, A. D
voted to elect two delegates to the in jail. Sentence suspended.
1921. on reading the foregoing petition
An Important meeting took place Boston
meeting heM
t0 protest
it Is- In Perry Theatre Tuesday, Dec. €, the agajnst tbe ten per cent freight reducO rdered by the C o urt,
That a hearing
RICKER TRAVEL CLUB
be
had upon the same on the muti day of
purpoae of the meeting being 1° ^tipn, and E. H. Doyle and J. M. Hovey
THIMBLE PARTY January, A. [). 1922, before rhe said
discuss the recent railroad freight - were chosen as such committee.
court at Bangor in said District', Northern
reduction on farm products of ten per __star-Herald
The Ricker Travel Club met at the Division at 10 o'clock In the forenoon
cent which has been made applicable |
_____________
home of Miss Ildafaunce Perrv Mon-'and that notice thereof be published
,,, .
, the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
(lav evening.
Miss Elaine Wilson and . in said District, Northern Division, and
thruout the country, with the excep- j
R—K N O C K E R S V S
Miss Ernestine Davis assisted th.> 'i sons,
that in lntereat,C^may
l t0InnMr
°tl tn* aalo
appear a
at
H. W. Trafton, a member of the j
A M E R IC A N E X PR E SS hostess.
[ time and place, and show cause, If any
they have, w hy the prayer of said petiPublic Utilities Commission,
was
The casual visitor to the Bangor
When refreshments were served , tioner should not be granted.
present, and upon opening, the m eet-]and Aroostook station during th past .'to d .b found in the dining room a
,t#heFurtchi^k0r^han bs ? n d ? ° V i
Ing the chairman called upon Mr. j three or four days was immediately real spread as well as a Xmas party. 1mail to all known creditors copies o f said
„„
, , ,
. .
^
i petition
and this order, addressed to
Trafton to explain to those present i struck by the whole flock of beam ing 1 lie fable was a picture with
the i ftwm at their places of residtenee as
■on what lines of discussion he wished Jcountenances that radiated joy, ego- decorations of roses and a stuffed
v
„ . I
W itness the Honorable Clarence Hale.
the meeting to proceed.
i tism, self-satisfaction and
vindica- Turkey which proved to he a Jack Judge of the said Court; and the seal ;
at Bangor In the Northern Dlvl
Mr. Trafton said that he was pres- j tion. When the reason for all th. Horner Pie. When each guest pulled thereof,
sion of said district, on tHt* ldtii vf:ty of'
■ent at the meeting to get all the facts I smiling physiogomigs was inquired for a ribbon thov ro, (1t,.f l t
, ^
I'lVn-miicr. A. i>. 1921.
and Information he could bearing, the inquirer was the recipient of an TllP refreshments nmv
^
^
. . !m em ,...........
ISABE\
upon the interests of Aroostook |oration of which the famous grapo btVas,
h,‘ ~
a A <L
a s t and the ciuh
bers10 en.u.ycd
trueS'>
copy of petition
and ?o rI d™^ L£h k
^.

X m as Candies

MEETING OF POTATO
MEN IN PRESQUE ISLE

Attest : IS A B K L SHFlTCFi’ ' N.
farmers, as involved in action which i juice hound William Jennings Bryan Uiern heartily,
Deputy Clerk
had been taken by the Inter-State j would have been proud to answer for.
Commerce Commission in connection j Said oration, which wore off one
with freight reductions on farm pro-. ear and had ^ good start on the-other
ducts. Growing out of action taken before the victim could make his getbased on complaints of shippers on |away, consisted mainly of an expusiWostern roads, and the representa-1 tion of how “ us ear-knockers trimmeef
tions of the carrying companies, a |them Express guys.” Some gour in
hearing to consider the general sub-j tested old bird might be callml upon
wholi in town for your Christinas Shopping —
Ject of rate reductions, and to take at this point to announce that it was
into consideration the claims and an awful heavy line to he handing
needs of different sections had been I out about such a simple feat but a
ordered to be held at the office of the >any rate, following a challenge by one
Interstate Commerce Commission in i or the other of the hunch of philoso
Washington, Dec. 14th to 21st.
{ phers that infeet the station Express
Bread
includes
Tea
He said it had been decided to send ’ office in the inerim between tlr* arrival
a representative of the Public Utili* j of numbers one and two in the mornand
Roasts and Steaks
Milk or
ties Commission to the Washington |ing, the match was held'..
Golden’s
Butter
any kind of Pie
Coffee
hearing, and he was here to get what- alley was the sceen of the bloodless
ever information he could on matters j battle and how the pins did fly (otu*
Choice Cuts of Meat— All Home Cooke<f Food
coming within the scope of that in i at a time). The fray was more a
ve?tigation. to the end that Maine's t verbal struggle than anything ols •
The Best Pastry in Town
lnt?rests may be represented, as, in |but the employees of Mm Todd cair'case of a default in presenting her'led away the blue ribbons in the (ird
This is th e original and only low priced store in town in this
claims, it might be inferred that the encounter. Not satisfied with tins eviproposed arrangement as to rate re- ! deuce of the impossibility of mixing
him. Largest line of Smokers’ Supplies including Cigar Packs
duction was satisfactory to Maine the juggling of crates of oranges and
------- in. Christmas Package •. p ip e s . Tobacco ind C a n d ie s
people.
tubs of ice cream with rolling a
H. J. Hart. Esq., General Counsel j bowling the ball the underlings of
At no other place in Aroostook County can you buy goods at
for tfce B. & A. R. R. being present, j Henry Kalloch came back for more
----------------------—these prices all the year a ro u n d -----------------------was asked by Chairman Sprague if he j and a second time had their measure
knew whether a shipper shipping po- j taken even more decisively so that
Aff 20c
All 10c
All Tins
Cigar Packs at
tatoes to Texas from Northern Maim*! now they have sure enough proof of
would get the benefit of the proposed j their inferiority over the hot box
Cuts
Cuts
Cut Plug
Wholesale
ten per cent rebate beyond New York. , specialists. The quintet representing
3
for
50c
3
for
26c
15c
Price
E. E. Hibbard of Presque Isle. Dennis the Bangor and Aroostook was comably beat answer that question by posed of Henry Beek. George Michaud
supplementing what Mr. Trafton had Aubrey Grant and a couple bf urn

X m as Candies

D o n ’t forget that w e can supply all

Christmas Candy Needs
Teas. Chocolates, box and bulk, 12c, 31c, 51c, $1.50, $2.15, $2.95.
Ribbon Tandy, 2 lb. box 35c. Hard Candies, 27c amd 33c. Coffees.
Mixed Nuts. 30c pound, the best.

The Direct Importing Company
The Benefit Store

57 Main Street
Houlton, Maine

The Benefit Store

J

i,
,
,

,

»

C h ristm a s
Presents that are Useful

Lunch at B u gbee’ s
3 5 c-Regular D in n er-3 5 c

ouMMtmmimnnrttMunjimiiHitimMmmmmMmMMMHiMiMdi

Fire Screens
Bread Mixers
Food Choppers
Thermos Bottles
Pyrex Casseroles
Rogers Silverware
Tubbs Snow Shoes
Tubbs Skis and Poles
Electric irons—Toasters
Percolators

John Watson Co., Inc.

HOULTON
..........................

iiiiiimiiiiMiiiiiiiumi:
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and Political freedom, even though take a .just pride- fot: is it not proof and came under the wire fresh.
this supreme effort lost him his eye positive that we have built us a town
Kelley, the kid wuth the abbrevia'sight.
which others find worthy ot joining’’
ed spinal column and elongated heal;,
As to volitional enlargement, many Is it not proof that our past efforts
acted like a “ Tough Ender” who ex
times the brain power is useless on and expenditures are not in vain when
pected every minute to be arrested
account of the weakness of the will we receive the approval of our con
for poaching.
power.
temporaries as to the effectiveness of
Mrs. James F. Palmer spent the
James H. McPartland of St. John
Subscribers should bear in
Joe Gillespie bowled his best but
“ It is certainly one of the regretable our labors?
week-end with relatives in Smyrna was in town for a few days the first
the
old nick was right on his trail and
•mind that all subscriptions are Mills.
things of modern existence that so
If the past justifies our pride what
of the week.
“
hoodood”
every spare he shot at.
little
time
is
taken
for
the
apprecia
.payable in advance and the paof the future!
This year we did
Harry'Green of Presque Isle was in
The
Houlton
Savings Rank
is tion of art. The mystical experiences
Cap
Adams
failed to scintillate.
nobly in the matter of remedying
.per will be discontinued at ex town last week on business connected distributing a folder containing some
He won his bowling “ rep” at Fort
ot standing alone before the ruins of congested conditions.
We
increased
piration. Notice of such expira with court.
information about the new income tax
i that masterpiece of intellectual art, our school appropriations. We built Kent where the pins dance around in
Mrs. Harold Logie of Linneus was law. in a simplified manner.
tion will be sent out the First of
the Cathedral of Rheims on a moon- extra rooms. W e furnished additional a blue haze, and often times as many
1the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harry R.
John Willard of Presque Isle, well Ilight nigh,, drinking in the grandeur supplies. We hired more teachers. as sixteen or seventeen maples can
«*ach month.
______________________
,! Burleigh a few days last week.
known as the successful driver of j Qf the scene; the reverence and awe We recognized the need. We filled be seen on the alley at one time, the
Fred A. Shean left Tuesday
for;
Dr. F. H. Jackson was in Lewiston John It. Braden during
the past . experienced in witnessing the “ Madon- [asmuch of thatneed aspossible,
We number varying according to the
Presque Isle, where he has business I ia8t week to attend a committee meet- racing season, was in town the first , na of the Chair" as Raphael, the :shall reap great benefits
The
from our vigilance of the ferry patrol.
this week.
j ing of the Maine Medical Assn.
“ bumness” of his pin picking was only
ot the week.
) master painted it, hanging on the wall |wisdom.
Another invoice of the latest Novels
The Episcopal sale and supper
Mrs. Moses Burpee left for Bangor j of an art gallery of Florence, is suftici- ;
Still the goal is just beyond us. exceeded by the judgment he showed
suitable for holiday presents arrived 1which was to have been held Wednes Tuesday morning where
she
will i ent to remake a mortal who is While we have relieved the congestion i iu PickinK bis “collaborators/'—Jini
day, has been indefinitely postponed, attend the meeting of the
Maine j privileged to have that experience, temporarily in the lower grades, o u r f a^ a^s excePte(L
at the TIMES office Monday.
P. Ru, the Appollo Belvidere (Sid
Asail Roach, on© of the prominent | a . G. Munro went to Augusta last Missionary Society of which she is |How many of you have gone out on a upper grammer grades are hopelessly
j starry night to behold your Maker in crowded for the right sort of work. ing) of Aroostook U. C. T. dum,
fanners of Smyrna Mills, was in town j week for a few days on business and the acting president.
A meeting of the Fort Fairfield the thousands of candles
in the Five teachers in five rooms are try bordered on an early frost, also. He
Saturday making the trip by auto.
I also visited his mother in Gardiner.
Chamber of Commerce was held in hea veils?
ing to successfully handle two hun- has a soubrette complexion, a smile
. Him. Frank' JU Dyer, who has been:
Mrs. Chas. H. Fogg returned Saturthat
town
last
week
protesting
against
“
Moral
and
spiritual
enlargement,!
dred
and twenty pupils on a twelve like a cash register on Dollar Day.
ln town1 several weeks with her (iay from California where she spent
huftband, left Friday evening for New ; a few weeks after Mr. Fogg returned. the lack of passenger train service on come through the channels of the ! period programme—each teacher real- and a frame that shows up to
the Fort Fairfield Ijrancli of the B. Great Book.
Hoffman, who painted lv trying to work with about three advantage, the latest creation of
York.
H. Drummond Foss Esq. of Wash& A.
that masterpiece the Head of Christ hundred pupils for three hundred Hartt-Shaflf and Kuppenheimer, but he
Cdl. F. M. Hume was in Monticello |burn was in town Friday having busifrom the picture of Christ in the minutes—an allotment of one minute’s failed Ernie most miserably on this
Triday to attend a meeting of |neSs before the S. J. Court, accomTemple, had no flesh and blood model individual work with each pupil.
Saturday p. m. as anchor man.
RICKER—
STEVENS
newly organized American Legion j panted by Mrs. Foss.
hut took his inspiration from the
But It was a great team that beat
Of course the children remain after
Post.
, Chas. F. West. Manager of the Star- A wedding ot interest to many
pages of the Divine Book. We arc hours for help but then to do real us. To be sure, Ralph Berry was
Attorney General and Mrs. R. W. j Herald of Presque Isle, was
in Houl- ,riends took1>lace kist
Thursday made in the image of our Creator and
work, only a few may be assisted about ten points below par, but thev
'Shaw have returned from a tw o! ton Saturday on business
having |afternoon at the home ot Mr.
and
so
we
have
unlimited
potentialities
each
night. We need more room and say now that it was on account of
Green
Street,
weeks’ trip to the southern part of attended the Shrine meeting in Ban- Mrs. Fred Stevens,
In closing Prof. Hannay said. “ We more teachers for this work. This business worries caused by the rumor
when their daughter Dawn Maxim*
•the state.
i gor Friday.
was united in marriage to Charles would therefore he able to give more will mean more money but money that was afloat on the street Saturday
Fred Webb of Houlton. a Junior at ! Arragements have been completed
Ellery Ricker, son of Mr and Mrs. to tin* world and get more in return which, in this hustling, growing town night that Johnnie Woodard was giv
the University of Maine, has been for a course of Assemblies to he held
if we kept alive to every opportunity will return the investment many ing away a Ford coupe with every ice
Frank Ricker of Bridgewater.
awarded his track letter in cross-j in Society Hall on the following dates
The house was attractively decorat to increase our efficiency by tin* spark-; times over as the past has shown in cream soda bought at his new foun
.country run.
I December 15. January 10, February
ing of our potentialities."
the increased prestige which accrues tain. (By the way. this rumor was
ed for tin* occasion. Only a few
Monunient Lodge F. & A. M. will j an(j March 2.
unfounded.)
to
Houlton.
In
addition
to
the
speaker
of
the
intimate friends were present, the
. hold a stated communication Wednes- > During his stay in town Prof. Nelson
afternoon
music
was
furnished
by
the
Conditions
in
our
high
school
will
McIntyre of the whitening thatch
ceremony being performed by Rev. F.
day evening, Dec. 14th. The work C. Hannay of Colby College, who
High
School
orchestra.
Mr.
Keyes
soon
claim
our
attention
for
with
the
{
and
bulging waist line was also a bit
Clarke
Hartley,
the
single
ring
lectured before the Women’s Club
will be the M. M. degree.
of the Ricker faculty rendered a solo heavy enrollments now on file and j stale, due to the unaccustomed worrv
service being used. The couple were
Mrs. Cleve Towers represented the Monday afternoon, was the guest of
attended by Mr. and Mrs. Bert Wist*. and Mrs. Robert Hawkes a scotch with the increased teaching personnel j of finding Santa Claus for “her.” He
Houlton Music Club and Mrs G. R. Dr. and Mrs. F. W. Mitchell.
Light
refreshments were the limit of expansion has been just doesn’t know whether to get her a
Air. and Mrs. Ricker left on the reading.
The many Houlton friends of Mrs.
Srvln the Houlton Woman’s Chib at j
served
at
tin*
end.
about reached. We need room and ! tiara at Joe's or Charley’s, a fumed
evening train for Bangor and other
the Reciprocity day held in Fort Fair T. G. Cumming of Easton will he
more* teachers to relieve our condi beech dresser at Frank’s or Marion’s,
places, and on their return will reside
interested to know of the arrival of
Held recently.
tions. May we not get together and or to give her the money and let her
on Green Street with tin* bride’s SOME NEEDS
George E. Cressy was in Bangor a daughter in her home on Saturday
secure this relief this year? We shall go to Percy’s or Max’s and get some
parents.
OF THE SCHOOLS secure the interest on our investments
several days last week, during which last at the hospital in Fort Fairfield.
“ Bug." the kandy kid. didn’t seem
Both Mr. and Mrs. Ricker an* well
H. Edw Kimball left Saturday
.time he visited his father and also
The
history
of
the
developement
of
to
do his best, but he has felt the
in
increased
population,
increased
known here, where they have manv
attended the ceremonial session of evening for Portland where he will
friends who will join with the TIMES, a community is largely the* history of building, increased business, greater j bump of the U. C. T. goat, so he is
join his wife who has been In . the
Anah Temple.
in wishing them a happy wedded life. the developement of its schools, for prestige and in a just pride of what ! suspected of trying to puil the
The ladies of the M. E. Church will hospital, returning with Mrs. Kimball
it is out of the product of tin* school ( wo have achieved in making Houlton j Benedict Arnold stuff,
bold their sale of fancy and useful; Monday, she being very much im
that the* community is Imilt and by tin* star of the northeast ot’ the grand I But whatever Ralph, “Mac” and
HOULTON WOMEN’S CLUB
: articles Dec. 15th at 2.30 p. m.. and j proved.
its training that the future of the i old State of Maine. We never have j “ Bug" lacked, rotund Tommy AnderThe
members of
flu*
Houlton eommunity is shaped. When, for any ; shirked our duty. We have always ■son and sylph-like Cecil Stone had
at 6 o’clock their usual good supper J Mr. C. H. Fogg left Tuesday for
will be served.
j Augusta to attend the Hotelmen’s Women’s Club, the teachers and reason, the educational system of a 1done that which needed to be done barrels of. Tommie’s contour looks as
Mr. William Thompson with a ( Convention and banquet,
and
the members of the school hoard and the community is in a state of depression 1willingly and without cavilling. Let though he'd had barrels or “ kegs” of
party of friends from Woodstock |following day will attend a director’s 1pastors of Houlton churches were so that its student
body fails to ; us get behind this educational problem something non-Volstead, but he packs
Automobile given a ran* treat on Monday after receive the highest training to which , and put it out of our way so we may a nasty right and always piles up a
vras in town Saturday making the |meeting of the Maine
noon at Watson Hall
when
Prof. if is entitled, to just such a degree go on inc reasing in the things th a t' neat total, regardless of what
trip by automobile and he reports the j Assn.
his
roads as being in excellent condition, j Those not having facilities for do- Nelson ( ’. Hannay of tin* English de- will those* citizens, twenty years later, make a town really great.
reputation for honesty may be among
Warren Niles left Mondrfy morning . jng Up Christmas packages can have partment of ( olby College discoursed , fnj] ^() measure up to the highest
------ j the housewives of High Street.
for Wolfboro, N. H. where he has them properly wrapped by bringing for two hours on “The* Exploration degree of efficiency of which they arc U. C. T. BOWLERS
This “ Stoney” is a symphony! Our
accepted a position in a woolen mill I them to the TIMES office where a of Self".
boss says he’d rather see Cecil bowl
capable and by so much will
the*
BEATEN BY ELKS i than Theda Bara shimmey, and the
A man of culture and refinement advancement, of the community suffer
In that city. He plans to stop o v e r j Small charge will he made for paper
l ’ rof. Hannay is a speaker of reputa for luck of intelligent and directive*
Saturday evening. Dec. 10th. saw i gentleman
for a few days to visit Leon Niles at amj twine.
mentioned
never
has
tile* debut of the* local
U.
T. “ clout* time*" as a woman hater.
'Colby.
Mrs. A. E. Astle returned Wednes- tion and keeps his audience interest leadership.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry B. Crawford, A. ! (]av morning from an extended trip ed at all times. Tin* particular subIn order, therefore, that we may bowlist s, under the captaincy of (.Veil's 407 heat Tommy by only six
-G. Merritt, Williard Weston and M rs.} during which she visited with friends ! joct on which he spoke was om* with always maintain an effective educa brother Ernest Adams, when they pins and each was rewarded by a
Albert Somerville of the Houlton in N ew York, Boston and Portland, j which in* is thoroughly conversant tional svstom it is necessary that we clashed with "Pa" Gellerson’s pets on , firm hand clasp from Uncle “ Bill."
The clash was j Captain ‘‘Bubbles" A. wants another
Grange left Monday for Portland to and also spent some tme* with h e r ; and being a profound student and a s}1()Ulcl often go over the results we the* Elks alleys.
attend the meeting of the State Jdaughter, Mrs. H. H. Lowry in Lex- keen thinker his ideas expressed in lire* getting, check up. and seek our extremely disastrous to the budding i match with the antlered bearcats but
the simplest of language conveyed a weak spots. A town, like any living hopes of the* knights of "la grippe" j we d suggest waiting until some of
Grange.
, ington. Mass.
vMlfiS Elizabeth Churchill, who is;
The Men’s class of the Congrega message* to his hearers which greatly thing, to bo healthy must exhibit life*, as maple splintorers. As far as court |Jim Moil ’s boys and girls grow* up
attending the Sea Pines School of j tional Church spent a very delightful impressed all who listened.
strength and growth.
Thoro is no records show, every one of the five ! and by that time maybe Stone will
In part the speaker said,
"Tin* other way Icy which the vitality, "aspirators" is a comparatively good have got a hunk of one of Geo.
Personality at Brewster, Mass., is at evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
in virility and growth of a town is so citizen; only three of them showing j Cressey’s grind stones in his eye, or
home to spend the Christmas holidays! g p, White on Main Street on Thurs- majority of efficient people are
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. G. B. day. it being the monthly social of reality only thirty per cent efficient icliably and effectively shown as Icy jail records, but if their salesmanship ; maybe Ernie Anderson will have been
this organization.
Delicious refresh and it becomes tin* duty of everybody the gauge* of the* public* schools. is on a par with their howling, and “ beaned" and buried by an irate short
Churchill on Elm Street.
A. A. Hutchison, proprietor of the ments were served after an enter to raise his or her efficiency from ’Phis gauge, to Ice sure, has many they arc* selling on commission con weighted matron.
Houlton Steam Laundry, will spend taining program had been carried out. fifteen to twenty-five per cent. The phase's to be considered and different tracts, there* will he four new faces
The information you were hunting
the Winter in Daytona, Florida for
Will R. Lane, who is the local rep means of enlarging personality and constructions
may la* placed on at the Boor Farm before the* Ides of for above is given below’ :
his health. He left Thursday morning resentative for the Eastern Maim* thus increasing efficiency is by self different phases, but one* of the incest March.
U. C. T.
for Bangor accompaned by Mrs. Furniture Company of Bangor, has |exploration.
Only one of this quintette "showed Moir
89 96 101 93 84
463
reliable* phase's by which the* situa
Hutlhison who will remain there for opened an office in the Frisbie Block
"As a spark plug is the important tion, in which a town finds itse'lt cause" as to why he ought not to have Kelso
85 94 84 89 81
433
a few days. Mr. Hutchison planned in Room 8. This office is fitted out ! part of a motor so we should keep placoel, may Ice* jndge'd is to Ice* fecund been at home scratching the family Gillespie
422
78 74 77 96 97
with chairs and lounges and a hearty i our "spark plugs" in a condition to in the* answer which we may give tec cat’s hack and rocking the twins to Adams
-id’' sail from Boston Monday.
78 8S 74 76 75
391
Joseph Palmer, who for the past six invitation is given to all visitors in receive the spark from flu* inspira- the question: "Arc* conditions in our sleep.
84 83 87 79 79
Prugli
412
months has been employed in various' town to make
their
headquarters t ion of those who have* gone before schools crowded?" or. to express the
The heaven sent exception to this
cities in California, returned home there.
jus.
Have wc* more i hunc h of pretenders was our young
414 435 423 433 416 2121
matter differently:
Wednesday night. On his trip out
The sudden death Tuesday morning)
“ Our natures arc* capable of en- pupils at any stage of our system)*!*™ More or Less, the Essex repre
Elks
he traveled via Canadian Pacific, but of E. E. Milliken comes as a severe j largement in the following channels: than we ran efficiently and adequately sentative.
(Not
the Essex speed Berry
431
89 82 84 94 82
4m his return came on a roundabout shock to all who knew him. He came ! physical, intellectual, volitional, aes- train with the*
467
93 89 99 101 85
pre*seut
insufficient buggey, hut the Plssex "spud tickler" Stone
way visiting many different states.
dowtf town in the best health he has thetic. moral and spiritual. In each equipment ?"
which makes two Cobblers grow Anderson
91 83 77 105 105
461
Fred A. Shean of the Shean Ac enjoyed for some time and was taken of these fields wo await the* “ spark90 91 76 91 73
421
Applying our gauge* to Houlton w*> where formerly three grew’ on Buffalo) Millar
In the find that almost from the* date of the*
counting Corpn., who for the past suddenly ill on the street. He was ing” of our potentialities.
Curly Jim had just returned from McIntyre
438
76 89 97 93 83
je a r has held a position with the In hurriedly taken to the hospital in a field ot physical enlargement wc* read
arrivals in this vicinity demand.' a strenuous selling campaign in Frank
come Tax Dept, of the Federal Govt., taxi and the doctors summoned hut of the* marvelous endurance of a j for elementary education have been Rhoda's territory but he tore off 461
439 434 433 484 428 2218
has resigned and will devote his en death came before medical assistance track star and ant spurn'd on to : incessant, equipment has been sadly. I
greater endeavors in that line*.
: deficient and inadequate to take* care*
tire time to the Accounting business, could be secured.
“ Since Plato there has been no mind
and his experience of the past year
Mrs. Annie Porter of Grove Street
will be a valuable asset to his work. met with an unfortunate accident capable of thinking on his plane; some ; voting people* who have sought the
The announcement has been made early Saturday morning when she are able to glean bits of his thought j j)<>nt»flta ()f our system until even to
dtet the Houlton Lodge of Elks will fell the whole length of a flight of for a short time; Bacon, the father o f ) (|ay wjt d (mr beautiful town healthily
1 have just opened the stables in the rear of the Dream Theater
hold their annual ball sometime in stairs breaking both arms at the inductive reasoning, was a master j a,l(j stt*<t(lily expanding and a larger formerly known as the John Watson Stables, and am now in position to
January, tbe date to be announced wrist and suffering several minor mind, an inspiration to thousands who j numiH>,- <>f young people flocking here
cater to the most discriminating transient, livery and boarding trade.
later. One of the social events of bruises.
Mrs. Porter is an elderly came after him.
Milton, until his each year wre find our seating
With excellent facilities to store pungs in stormy weather and the beet
the Winter this annual affair is look- lady and had been called out of bed Jpotentialities were sparked by the old capacity and our capacity for efficient
of
care*
for horses left in the barn, I invite your inspection.
zed forward to by all and is always to attend one of the children. She ; man Galileo, w rote only in a light work as severely taxed as ever. The
attended by many members of the misjudged the distance to the stairs vein, producing L ’AIlegro and 11 problem, which is less acute some
order from out of town.
and fell headlong down the entire Penseroso, Comns and Lyidas; then years than others, seems to he never
Mrs. Edith Grant and Roy Guiou flight.
after his sojourn in Italy Milton wrote theless a perennial one.
It is a Telephone 36-W
left Friday evening for Boston to Join
Among the names of the members his matchless treatise on Religious problem, however, in which we can
M r.‘and Mrs. J. K. Plummer who left of the Freshmen
class at
Colby
Saturday for Palm Beach where they j College who have been chosen for
'^ A M lW M A A / V m / W W W W W m / V W V W W W W V W W W W W W #
oiiii'iiiiiiiHiiiiiMMiMiiiiiiiMiiiiiHiiiitiiiiiiiniiiiiiiimiMiiiimiimimiiiMMiiiiiiniHMiiHmiMiiiiMiMiimiiiiiiiiiiiMMiiiimiiiiMiliimiiiniMiiiiiimitimtiuitti’:: X
will spend the winter. Mr. W. H .; Upsilon Beta is that of Leon Niles
Bruce, who has also been with their j of Houlton, from the Phi Delta Theta
employ several years, together with ( fraternity. The members of this
Mr. Guiou will go by boat to Savannah : society are chosen on the basis of
arriving about the same time that Mr. . popularity among their f Hows and
Plummer does.
it is a distinct honor to Leon. Other
The young son of Mr. and Mrs. M. j member from this vicinty are Free- m
I,,,, |
iiim n iii' ZLz
D. Whitney of Presque Isle, formerly j m0nt Hunter of Hodgdon from Delta S= Mimmilllmil:llltlIIHI tl|mill11III IIIII |,,m) l , , nm
.of Houlton# received a bad cut on his Upsilon.
lip last week, having been hit with a
William Jenkins, Physical Director
heavy stick with which a companion * Gf Houlton High School attended the
big stock of Fancy Christm as Boxes o f C h o c o 
was batting a tin can around in the - interscholastic basketball conference
lates for the Holidays. N o w is the time to bit e
school basement.
The boys were at the University of Maine over the
------- Pipes, Cigars, Cigarettes, Hum idors -----playing together when the accident week-end. The purpose of the con
before the Christm as rush is on. W e have
occurred.
The wound was dressed ference was to decide upon the dates
the finest lot of goods ever to pick from
Just the kind o f Gifts Sm okers A p preciate
at Presque Isle General Hospital, whn the annual Interscholastic basket
Young men bnv one of our elegant big boxes of
quite a number of stiches being ball tournament will be held at the
Chocolates for the one you like best and get the glad
required to Hose the wound.
University to determine the champion
hand.
Raymond B. Wakefield, a former five of the state of Maine, which team
A ll the popular brands of C igars in handy
member of the First Baptist church, is sent to compete in the New EngTons of Pure Home Made Candy of all kinds at
who is now residing qt ' Hpujton lands at Boston.
pocket packs and m any in Fancy G ift Boxes
prices as low as the cheap candy is sold.
where he is employed as train desTwo cars came together Monday
The very best Candy is none too good for the
Fine line of Brier and M eerschaum Pipes in Cases
patcher in the office of the B. & A. R .: morning at tjie junction of Main and
Little Ones.
Christm as Ribbon Candy, Mixtures.
R.. will be in Bangor all day Sunday# Court Streets hut very little damage
to attend the services which mark the) was done to either car. Frank McCandy Canes, all kinds o f Kisses, Corn Balls, all kinds
flfth anniversary of the pastorate ot j Nair was coming out Water Street
of Nuts, Figs. Raisins, Dates, Apples and Oranges.
Rev. Francis S. Bernauer. Mr. Wake- and turning the corner to go down
field was the first young man baptized Main Street and a Ford was coming
by Mr. Bernauer into the membership ( down Main Street to turn up Court,
of the church. He took a very active Both cars, slewed through uo fault of m =
part from the beginning, being elected \the drivers. A bend in the rear right,
G
e
o
.
successively as president of the Chris- mudguard of the Ford and a few |
The Latch String hangs out
S t r e e t
T o b a c c o n i s t
T h e
C o u r t
tlan endeavor society and as superin j small dents in the rear left render of
tendent of the Sunday school.— Com-' the other car constituted the entire j
ii:i!iiH iP i"'iM !irir" i n - " - ~
. inmum-................................................................................ im
.... mi... #
mercial.
damage.
j Pi ...............
i
1
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L o c a 1

I n t e r e s t

Mrs. Ira E. Ruth HAS gone to Pittsliold where Mr. Ruth has bought a
farm.
Mrs. Joseph Tuck ol' Caribou spent
several days in town last week visit
ing friends.
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signal wires were traced, equal miles suitable for either cattle or sheep five Jwinter teed
streets, leaving outside regions as P U N RESTORATION OF
required for one breed
of
pipe lines controlling heating and
populous or more populous than those
ewes may be considered the equiva- ing cow not in milk would be equiva
plumbing
systems
were
followed,
THE LINER LEVIATHAN
included. Yet when ‘the population
lent of one cow or steer, and the
lent to that needed for about 8 ewes.
ol‘ the city’ is being ascertained, only
For the second time within three plates from keel to hurricane deck
were
bored
into
and
measured.
The
the noses inside the imaginary line years, American engineering skill has
Are Germans flocking to Paris now
Leviathan was at. last “ put on paper’’
are counted.
triumphed over obstacles tending to to the most minute detail.
that official peace reigns? Do the
“ To clear up the difficulty and
Boulevard Clichy cabarets again echo bring out the really important fact - - prevent the giant steamship Leviathan
Consequently when bids were asked
wish Teuton joy tests and the head where the greatest concentrations of the former pride of Germany’s mer of shipbuilders last month to restore
waiters in the great hotels bow before city-dwelling populations are to he chant fleet, from going to sea.
the ship to her original grandeur and
Prussian wealth and arrogance? Such found— the United States Census has
with additional facilities and accom
The first time was in 1917, whim
modations.
the Shipping Board was
questions are asked by many Ameri' 1gathered statistics not only for city
cans coming to Paris recently while ; pomical divisions i,ut also for metro the great 54,000 ton liner interned able to submit to each bidder a
wondering how far Europe has really politan districts.’ These latter includ here at the beginning of the war, was complete set of plans and specifica
recovered her pre-war atmosphere.
the entire urban communities made wilfully damaged by her own engi tions. These bids will lie opened
SMILING PASS
WILD WINGS
The answers are in the negative so up of the big cities inside their polit neers to prevent her from being used Dee. 29.
A Sequel to Sm iles
A
Romance of Youth
far as Paris is concerned. Indeed, the ical lines and also the city districts
Under plans now prepared for the
By E lio t H . Robinson
as a transport for American and al
By M a rg a re t R. P ip er
pre-war German colony here now drawn closely around them though
bidders she will be entirely restored
"Applied sociology, mixed with
'The story is particularly
romance and adventure that
effeetive in its portrayal of the
shows no sign of returning, while few outside the arbitrary boundaries. The lied soldiers.
as betfitting her size. The grandeur
rise to real dramatic intensitydifficulties that beset the oath
American engineers repaired the of her original great dining saloons,
Germans can be seen among the tour figures obtained for these population
hut the mixture is surprising
of youth, heating with ‘wild
ly successful.
The characters
w-i rigs' against the bars of con
ists from all over the world who are units strikingly alter the rank ot the damage and made her ready for a lounges, smoke rooms and libraries
are faithfully drawn from liv
vention and tradition." — Buffalo
ing
models
with
.sympathetic
flocking to the French capital.
t'ommercial. 2d Printing. $1.90
trip within a few weeks. Her record will he retained and improved upon.
cities.
understanding."— X.
V.
Fve.
It was estimated in 1913 that in
Post. :'d Printing.
for the war was 19 voyages on which An immense tiled and marbled plunge
Illu s tra te d , $1.90
Paris there were 50,000 German resi Boston D istrict Fourth; Boston City she carried going and coming 184,- hath with accompanying rooms for
NOBODY’S MAN
Seventh
j
By E. Phillips Oppenheim
dents, as well as a large number of
253 American soldiers. Signing of the turkish. electric and other baths will
Mr. oppenheim's dexteritv in
“ The first three places are held by j armistice laid her up.
German pleasure seekers. The official
THE PRINCESS NAIDA ei eat
he one of her attractions. Suites once
mg tangles and then ’ un
raveling them brings surprise
By B re w e r Corcoran
figures for this year are not com New York, Chicago and Philadelphia i Then the United States Shipping designed as personal quarters for his
after surprise to the reader.
“A let's go story and it goes
pleted, but it is doubtful if there are under both systems of enumeration, j Board, her custodian for the United former Imperial Majesty the Em
$2.00
every minute, without any tire
even 5,000 Germans residing here as j jjut
while
Boston,
the
political, g^a^es government, began to plan to peror of Germany will he retained,
some interpolations or explana
tions or unnecessary descrip
long as two months at a time, j division, ranks seventh and Detroit I rostore her t0 the trans-Atlantic but suggestions of royalty will he re
TO HIM THAT HATH
tions. It is a story full of
youth
and romance with some
Perhaps thrice as many Gerntan, fourth. the Boston metropolitan dis- tra(le ag thpI)remierAmerican pasBy Ralph Connor
placed by luxurious fittings desired by
of the old-fashioned Furopcan
A u th o r of “ T he Sky P i l o t / ’ etc.
transients and business men, how-; trict jumps to fourth place and thesenger ]{ner
Fitting her for troops modern democracy.
diplomacy and intriguing." —
A novel of the west of today.
Syracuse Herald. 2d Printing
ever, are making flying trips to Paris, i Detroit metropolitan district takes the j had stripped her of her former palaWho will operate the Leviathan
'file fine romance of a man
$1.90
and
;t maid.
$1.75
but the one-time en€>my pleasure trip-,sixth position. The population figures j tjal
tial cabins
cabins. saloons and dining halls, when restored to service and under
pers have almost vanished from Paris i Sh0W that within a rough ‘circle’ These had to he restored.
which houseflag she will said is yet to
A FLOWER
THE TRIUMPH OF
except the very wealthy, and they drawn from the center of Boston with ^ Her
Her German
Germanbuilders
builderswere
were cabled he determined by the Shipping Board.
come here mostly with business in '■a radius of between ten and fifteen and asked for at set of blue print
VIRGINIA DALE
OF MONTEREY
view.
miles there are in thickly settled plans giving details of her construc
A n o th e r G L A D Book
A Romance of the C a lifo rn ia s
HOW MANY SHEEP
|
T ra d e M ark
By K a th e rin e B. H a m ill
One notable exception is the Kaiser's communities 1,772,254 inhabitants,
tion. They consented to provide the
By John F rancis, Jr.
“ With its alluring atmosphere
nephew, Elgqn Hohenlohe, who is i “ i n a similar ‘circle’ drawn around plans— for $1,000,000.
TO A FARM ? |
natural,
human.
picturesque
“ it tairly hubbies over with
passing his honeymoon in the south j Detroit in United States territory
people, interesting plot and fine
exuberant
cheerfulness.
The
With an estimated cost of between
For 160-acre farms of
all-arable jj
literary qualities, here is one
new ‘glad girl’ is already a
Of France, having three automobiles j there are i, 165,153. If the entire popu- $7,000,000 and $10,000,000 facing them
of the most charming romances
best seller.
3d Printing
land a plan of live-stock production
M
that
have appeared in some
and a niimerous suite,
meanwhile |iation of Wayne County
in which for restoration, the Shipping Board has been recommended by the United
$1.90
j
time."— Pallas News. 2nd Print
spending money lavishly regardless j Detroit is situated were counted in declined the »ft'er and decided to make
ing
$1.90
States Department of Agriculture
jj
of the low rate of exchange on Ger-J
Detroit district and if the popula-: its own plans. A small army of which includes 80 ewes (1 ewe to 2 B
KING OF KEARSAGE
TO LET
tions of the four counties grouped engineers and draftsmen were put to acres) along with 22 breeding cows |j
By A r th u r O. F rie l
man money.
If You Like
By John G a ls w o rth y
The lack of Germans in France at around Wayne County were added work to ascertain the details of her and 12 brood sows. Arable land of
§§
A man who fights like an
A love story of ra re beau ty
this time is not due to the fact that the population would still he less construction.
avenging fury to defend a
the best class, when used exclusively
jj
“Mr. Galsworthy has lavish
woman—
they are not well treated. On the than 1,400,000 though the average
ed his skill and tenderness......
Partitions were removed in part, for sheep, can he made to support
jj
A quaint old-fashioned girl,
Never lias he used his gift of
other hand, they are treated exactly radius would then be increased to floors ripped up in certain sections, from 5 to 8 ewes (with their lambs
sweet as the dainty pansy in
interpretation to better advan
jj
the garden—
tage."—New York Times.
like other foreigners. Recently, for nearly 30 miles. The increase of the miles of telephone, electric light and
3”he wide vistas of the moun
until marketed) per acre. On pastures
m
"It is as swift, true, and love
tains. tlie tang of the pines,
instance, the French Government gave radius around Boston to 25 to 30 miles
ly a love story as any living
the summer sun in the orch
nov
dist could tell us.......... The
facilities to a German delegation to j wouid bring into the district between
ard, the white silence of win
most moving of all Mr. Gals
ter in the forest —
visit the Verdun battlefield to place j 2,000,000 and 2,500,000 inhabitants, for
worthy's
full-length
novels."
Then this is the hook for vou!
—London Times Literarv Sup
wreaths on the graves of German I the eastern end of Massachusetts is
$2.00 plement.
$2.00
soldiers there.
0ne of the most thickly populated
French consuls abroad have discre- regjons in the United States,
W e also carry in stock a line of popular novels
tion in the matter of granting vises,
Pittsburgh D istrict Fifth
but do not discriminate against Ger
at $1.00 each. Orders taken fo r any book
“ Like Boston. Pittsburgh suffers in
mans with real reasons for visiting
a comparison of the population of
---------------------- - published — ------------------- —
France, but naturally those Germans
cities by the fact that the official city
JU ST A S GOOD A S WHITE HOUSE COFFEE
who seek to compete in the French
boundaries enclose a relatively small
labor markets are not encouraged to
& 5 i\ IS ITS BEST RECOMMENDATION
area while immediately outside are
come here.
PACKED IN 4 OZ. and 8 OZ. CANISTERS
Houlton, Maine
Exchange difficulties constitute one numerous populous regions. When the
reason that makes it impossible except figures for the Pittsburgh metiopolitan
BOSTON
for the very wealthy Germans to come districts are used instead ot t te
i l:i!;ill
here. Also many Germans are misled figures for the political division 1 ittsby their press to fear possible unpleas burgh rises from ninth to filth place
antness in France or eyen mob vio |among the urban communities of the
lence. This is ridiculous, for Germans ! United States. Its metropolitan dis
are politely but not enthusiastically trict has a population of 1.207,504. hut
within the imaginary lines of the city
received everywhere in France.
To-day German guests in small num boundaries are less than halt that
bers are staying at many fashionable number of inhabitants.
“ The magnitude of the omissions
hotels In Paris, while less wealthy
of
urban territory and populations
Germans congregate in b o a r d i n g
from
some of the cities in thickly
houses, mostly Swiss and Dutch, in
the suburbs or in the outer boulevards. 1settled portions of the country are
of
the
However, old observers do not think I brought out by canvasses
sizable
cities
and
towns,
left
to
he
the German colony In Paris will
separately
organized,
which
cluster
retrieve Its pre-war prosperity in the
just outside the city limits. Within
present generation.
ten to fifteen miles of Boston are
three cities with populations between
90.000 and 110,000;
six
cities
of
between 40,000 and 90,000;
twelve
cities and towns of between 15.000
What*are the five most populous |
and 40,000; eight of between lO.OOo
“urban communities” in the United1
and 15,000, and a large number of
States?
IF T time is here. Lots o f hurrying and scurrying. Lots
communities under 10,000 population
The question sounds stilted, a
o f deep thinking. Lots o f fi^urin^ w ith pad and pencil.
Pittsburgh's metropolitan district con
bulletin from the National Geographictains in addition to Pittsburgh itself
Society admits, but the term refers,
Bunch your &ifts this year! Just eliminate the hosts o f
I I communities with populations rang
it is explained, to something entirely
little things that 'Will be forgotten lonfc before the W in ter has
ing from 10,000 to 50,000, and 31 with
different from “the five largest cities.”
populations between 5,000 and 10,000.
£one and decide rifcht now upon one fcift for the entire fam ily
For some purposes it is more useful
Within the Detroit metropolitan dis
— a B ig -Six C o u p e .
to know where the greatest numbers
trict not included in the Detroit City
o f city dwellers are gathered together
limits are three towns and villages
It is the ideal fcift for all the fam ily— and there’s no need
than to know how many live inside
with populations between 10,000 and
to
tell
you that everyone w ill remember it all through the
A rb itra ry political divisions. Continu
50.000 and three numbering between
year
and
the years to come.
ing, the bulletin says:
5.000 and 10,000 inhabitants.”

ONLY A FEW GERMANS
IN PARIS, COMPARED
WITH SOOOO IN 1913

Buy Books Chis C h r is im a s ^

HOUSE

lim e s Publishing C o m p a n y

DWINELUWRIGHT

Gift Time!

FIVE GREATEST U. S.
POPULATION CENTERS

and the BlG -SlX COUPE

G

T w o “C ities” Rank Fourth

W e ’ll be &lad to have you inspect the BlG-SlX COUPE at
any time — be &lad, too, to make arrangements to have it at
your front door Christmas morning where all the folks w ill
see it bright and early. Come in today! W e ’ll be pleased to
arrange terms o f payment to meet your convenience.

“If the term ‘cities’ is used loosely,
the United States is in the strange
position of having two that rank !
fourth and two that are fifth in size, \ DIAMOND
although these communities are of }
different magnitude. The mix-up i s 1
sj?*’®. •/,
due to that artificial thing, the city |
CO'
limit. People in establishing their j
L A 2 IES !
homes have shown a fine disregard j
Ask tomp
for CTU-CHES TER S
for these lines— except as prompted j D IA M O N D H KANI) B IU .S iu R i d am
Gt'U ) metallic boxes, scaled with Bluc^
by considerations of taxation— and | Ribbon. T \ k e n o o t h e r . R ut ol Tour
and auk for CIII-CHRS-TBR 4
have built on either side and even j Drurulst
D I A M O N D B R A N D P I M . S , for twrntv-nvg
astride them. There are many places ! y e n f s r e g a r d e d ns B e s t ,S a f e s t , A U v a vs Reliable.
where city boundary lines run direct SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
ly through blocks or along busy
■Xik’L EVERYWHERE S

CHICHESTER SPILLS

a

MODELS

AN D

PRICES

f. o. b. factories
Coupes and Sedans

Touring Cars and Roadsters

Litfht-Six 2-Pass. Coupe-Roadster . .$1550
Light-Six 5-Pass. Sedan...................... 1850
Special-Six 4-Pass. C oupe ................. 2450
Special-Six 5-Pass. S edan.................. 2550
Bifc-Six 4-Pass. C oupe.......................... 2850
Bife-Six 7-Puss. S ed an .......................... 2950

Li&ht-Six 3-Pass. Roadster.................$1125
Lifcht-Six Tourinfe Car ....................... 1150
Special-Six 2-Pass Roadster.............. 1585
Special-Six Touring Car...................... 1635
Special-Six 4-Pass. Roadster............... 1635
Bifc-Six Tourinfc Car............................. 1985

ill Studcbckcr Cars are Equipped with Cord Tires

nnouncement
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T he First National Bank is
distributing Maine Centennial

H alf Dollars at

50c
e a c h

Coupons

on t h e

Liberty Loan

«

Fourth

are due

E

and

Hand & Harrington

p ayable O ctober 15th, 1921

69 Main Street, Houlton
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The Spirit of Christmas is Abroad in the Land
HE RICHARDS STORE after weeks of decorating is ready.

T

Special Christmas Displays and immense stocks of Useful
Christmas Gifts.
W e have spent weeks working day and
night preparing our store and stocks to take care of our many patrons

Come to Richards—the Most Satisfactory Place to Shop
Better values during the second week of December.
Only ten more shopping days
before Christmas. The busiest time of the year— new clothes to buy, things for the home
needed, and Christmas Gifts for near and dear ones to be selected.
CJ Your dollar this
year will purchase the same amount that you had to spend two dollars for last Christmas

W e aim to give the most for the money
Small Profits but a large turnover jis our policy

G. W . Richards Company
(

A

“ Thirty-six Years of Merchandising”

2 5 Market Square

Houlton, Maine

Please plan to shop earl y—t o m o r r o w
If you are tired from a few days shopping what must be the feelings of a
clerk-they help do your shopping and that of hundreds of others as well

HOULTON

TIMES,

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

since the beginning of the World is that Uriel Hadley now is a success
War. Have sent registered letters ful photographer there. The mission
Pound: Among 105,705,771 residents
ary who brought him to America was
requesting return receipt but have
of the United States, the “boy from
the Rev. Thomas Gray, now a minister
Ponape,” only American from that never heard from them. I enlisted at Franklin.
in the U. S. Army at the opening of
♦i.ny island of the Carolines.
In the December issue of the the war and served until its close.
Keep your Christmas nerve and
National Geographic Magazine Junius My people may think I ‘went West.’ ’ muscle and heart and hope and cheer
B. Wood relates how. on a tour of
Information from Franklin, Indiana. first for your o w n home, your o w n
Yap and other Pacific Islands now
under Japanese mandate, he visited
/ V W W r t W ^ V W W W A V A W S V W .V A V ^ W V A V A V .V .V
Ponape and was approached by a
native who inquired about a Ponape
boy who had gone to the United
States. Thj boy’s name, the native
said, was Uriel Hadley.
“There was no Uriel among my
memory of many Hadleys, and his
face fell in disappointment,” Mr.
Wood wrote
He could not under
stand that anybody could live in
America and not know the ‘boy from
Ponape.’ ”
Sequel: A few days ago the Editor
of the National Geographic Magazine
received the following letter:
“I have read with much interest
your December magazine. It is of
special interest to me because I am
Uriel Hadley, ‘a Ponape boy’ referred
to on page 596. I left Ponape fifteen
years ago next January with the last
American missionaries.
“I have not heard from my people

THE POWER OF THE PRESS

fireside, your dearest,

14,

1921

your

closest, 21st, and we are ushered into a New
welcome the untrodden paths acid
the Year— with how many plans for the
grasp the new conditions with a firm
homeless, the fireless, the unloved, future— new resolves, many alas! that
hand, grateful for the blessings the
the undeared and be true, true to the are made to he broken. But let
us I old year has brought to us.
last “ Merry Christmas” that crosses
your sweetest, and then

comes

your lips.
The clock strikes 12 on December
.W .V A W A V W M W W W

Only This W eek and Next W eek to do Your

Christmas Shopping

Lower Prices
are Prevailing at this Store
There are no better Gifts

Notice of First Mooting of Credltoro
In the District Court of the United States I
for the Northern Division of the Dls
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

W o m e n ’s

B A N K R U P T ’S P E T IT IO N
D IS C H A R G E
In the matter of
!

FOR

Michel Soucle
! In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt |
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine.
M IC H E L
SO U C IE,
of
Grand
Isle,
in the County of Aroostook, and State
of Maine, in said District, respectful
ly represents that on the 8th day of
January, last past,
he
w a s
d u Iy
adjudged bankrupt under the acts of
Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully
compiled with all the requirements of
, said acts and of the orders of the court
. touching his bankruptcy.
W herefore, He prays that he may be
decreed by the court to have a full dis
charge from all debts provable against
his estate under said bankrupt
acts,
except such debts as are excepted by
law from such discharge.
Dated this 17th day of October. A. D.

U Y a Piano fo r a lasting gift for the W h o le

B

W e have the Conover, Ivers & Pond

Estey. M cPhail, Poole, Sterling, Kingsbury,

Felt Slippers
pad d ed

R ubber

H eels

soles

Prices f r o m

T he T hree Standards o f the W o rld .
Records, Sheet Music, M usic Rolls, M usic Sat

$ 2.00

Sonora.

with U sk ide Soles an d

with h e a v y

95c to

w e have the Edison, V ictrola and

M en

a n d ' W o m

e n

Elk House Moccasins
Plain an d Fur Trim m ed, prices
on these Slippers are as lo w as
in 1914

chels and everything in small M usical G oods
Line.

W om en ’s Tweedie
Boot Tops
A ll colors
M e n ’s,

W o m e n ’s,

C hildren’s

4 -Buckle Overshoes

Many Others
Astle Music Company
(T h e H ouse*of Quality)
73 M ain Street

Houlton, M aine

Store open evenings D ecem ber 19th— 24th

M cGaryShoeStore
M arket Square

Houlton, M ain e
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C hristmas gifts
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OK the giver who understands and
the

m=

recipient who

appreciates,
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Gifts W orth Giving

a

Perry Clift is more than a Christmas

!11Hrn Mn Tl ISI Itll MHIJ MMIMIII n M111Mil IIIM fI Mil:fl III 11II 11

Gift, it is an expression of careful selection,

MMI Ml IIMI 111M111MMMMII: IMMN

:MMMIIII11; MMIIM11III IMl 111

and the memory of it will linger through
the succeeding year.
For your convenience

we

o ffe r

a

fe w

G ift

Suggestions:
Watches for Men, Watches for Ladies.
Sterling Silver and Plated Ware, Cut
p E jj =

:»iiiiiiiiiiiiim m iiiiim m iM m im m iim iiiiM

Class,

Fancy

Pictures,

P .I

China,

Leather

Hand

Goods,

ed

Stationery,

White

Ivory

HIS store is now in holiday
attire and is ready to fill the
needs o f Christmas Shoppers.

Painted
•MMMl Ml III IMIMMIIIMMIII11

Umbrellas.

Pearl and Gold Beads, Necklaces, Box

MII •MIIII Ml MMl Ml Ml MMl IMill MMIt M11Ml 11!

No m atter w hat you select here,

Toilet

it will be decidedly worth giving.

Articles, Fountain Pens and Eversharp

SO U C IE
Bankrupt.

O R D E R O F N O T IC E T H E R E O N
District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
On this 10th da yof December, A. D.
1921, on reading the foregoing Petition,
it is —
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
be had upon the same on the ,20th day of
January. A. D. 1922, before the said
court, at Bangor in said district, Northern
Division, at ten o’clock in the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published in
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
in said district, Northern Division, and
that all known creditors and other per
sons in Interest may appear at the said
time and place and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of the said
petitioner should not be granted.
Add It Is further ordered by the court,
that the clerk shall send by mail to all
known creditors copies of said petition
and this order, addressed to them at
their places of residence as stated.
Witness The Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said court, and the seal
-thereof, at Bangor, in the Northern Divi
sion of said district on the 10th day of
December, A. D. 1921.
(L. 8.)
ISA B E L SH E E H A N
Deputy Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: ISA B E L SH E E H A N
Deputy Clerk.

Family.

W ellin gton Pianos, or, if it is a Phonograph,

1921.
M IC H E L

Sport Shoes

nice w a r m

I). L A W R E N C E

Bankrupt
O R D E R OF N O T IC E T H E R E O N
District of Maine. Northern Division, ss
On this 10th day of December, A. D. j
1921, on reading the foregoing petition, i
It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
be had upon the same on the 20th day of
January, A. D. 1922, before the said
Court, at Bangor, in said District, North
er Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published in
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
In said District, Northern Division, and
that all known creditors and other per
sons, in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said peti
tioner should not be granted.
And It Is F u rth e r Ordered by the Court,.
That
the
Clerk
shall s e n d
by
mall to all known creditors copies of said
petition and this order, addressed to
them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale.
Judge of the said Court, and the seal |
thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Divl- I
sion of said district, on the 10th (lay of j
December, A. D. 1921.
(L. S.)
IS A B E L S H E E H A N .
Deputy Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon. I
Attest: ISA B E L S H E E H A N ,
!
Deputy Clerk I

W o m e n ’s an d G irls’ T w o-tone

C h i 1 d r e n ’s

B A N K R U P T 'S P E T II l O N FOR
D IS C H A R G E
In the matter of
1
Stanley D. Lawrence
! In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt |
To the Hon Clarence Hale. Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine.
S T A N L E Y D. L A W R E N C E of W estfleld, in the county of Aroostook and
8tate of Maine, in said District respect
fully represents that on the third day
of November, last past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of
said Acts and of the orders of Court
touching his bankruptcy.
W herefore he prays, That he may be
decreed by the Court to have a full dis
charge from all debts provable against
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts
except such debts as are excepted by
law from such discharge.
Dated this 7th day of December. A. I).
1921.
STANLEY

than a p a ir o f

M e n ’s

In the matter of
Fred Wood
| In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt.)
To the creditors of s a i d F r e d
Wood of Washburn
in the county
of Aroostook and District aforesaid
bankrupt.
Notice Is hereby given that on the
8th day of December, A. D. 1921 the
said
Fred
Wood
w as
duly
adjudicated bankrupt; and
that
the
first
meeting of creditors
will
be
held at the office of Edwin L. Vail, in
Houlton, on the 31st day of December, A
D. 1921, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon at
which time the said creditors may at
tend, prove their claims,
appoint
a
trustee,
examine the bankrupt
and
transact such other business as may
properly come before said meeting.
Dated at Houlton, December 8th, 1921.
E D W IN L. V AIL,
Referee in Bankruptoy

Pencils, Diamond Rings,

Bracelet

Watches,

Cuff

Vest

Chains,

Som e of our worth while gifts
are Tailored Suits. Coats, Fur
Coats, Muffs and Neck Pieces,
Sw eaters and Scarfs both in
Fleecy W o o l and Soft Silk.

Links,

Scarf Pins, Fancy Glassware, Cameras,
besides hundreds of Novelties that can
be found in no other store

A large assortm ent o f handsom e
Blouses in Crepe de Chine, T u b
Silk, Voile, Pongee and Batiste.
Silk Petticoats and Knickers,
Aprons, Handkerchiefs, Hosiery
Gloves, Fancy N eckw ear, Jewel

I A visit to this store will help to solve the i
Gift Problem

ry and Novelties, besides a fine
line of T oys fo r the Kiddies.

P err
Jew eler an d Optometrist
TiHimiimiiiMiiiiiiiiHiimuimiiimmmmiiiimr

Berman’s Cloak Store

Houlton
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59 Man St., Houlton, Maine
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PA<

ELEVEN

saws while the other men yvere teach flow out to all on this glad festal
ing a dog to play tricks. He turned
day; that it finds expression in gifts,
On “ W orrying One’s Self Out of a Job”
out a machine for sawing beveled
good wishes and glad greetings. They
timber, while the other men were
The young man. came in today
“ Increased complaints of dogs run
Col. William M. Ayer of Oakland,
are
akin in heart who follow the lead
turning
out
a
dog
that
would
“
play
about things that might happen if he
chairman of the Maine Highway Com ning at large and annoying, or de
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DANGERS OF A COLD
That is the point. We are put into
There are some people who worry worrying himself out a job. by reason
The new studies include an inves line of dogs running at large than ex certain jobs to do our best. We are
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Take it tfiis year. We are in a great dog-in-the-manger management. Such
crete surface sections will be made |ed by the drought.
drouth.
Every kind of business is people worry themselves out of a
on the Columbia road in A r l i n g t o n -----------------being obstructed in this section 0f job. It is the same with persons who
County, Va.
U. S. NAVY PLAN
Maine and New England and aH are always worrying about doing too
began shooting before the hour per
have been well

do? It only heightens the disaster.
The employer should never judge the
employee by the results when such
great interpositions of weather and
acts of God are put into the case. I
know a man who is worrying his head
off over just water. He bears the
burdens of water-shortage and in
creased expenses in business.
He
should not worry over it. It is his
business to do his best and the busi
ness of the stockholders fro take their
share of the worry along with it.
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LESSENS CHANCE OF WAR ( aleulations in some sorts of business
PARSONS TALKS OF
are* at fault. What good will worry
According to the Hughes formula
THE GAME SEASON the Anglo-Saxon fleets will tend to

3 Marvellous Books!— 3 Million Circulation!

much work for the pay. These people
are always putting effort into the
balances against the envelope and
trying to see that they come out
square and no more. They worry lest
someone is putting something over on
them.
There was once a mechanic in a
ship-yard that I knew about, who
worked instead of worrying about, over
working.
He kept tinkering at his

In commenting on the big game sea become equal, while the Japanese better chances so that an outbreak of
son which closed in Maine Wednesday fleet will be about a half as strong. war can be prevented.
In examining Japan's and England’s
night, Hon. Willis E. Parsons of Fox- The main question is whether there
strategical position the same conclu
croft, commssioner of inland fisheries is a healthy idea behind this plan.
and game, said that it is too early to
If the proposed plan, or something sion is arrived at. The main condition
make an estimate of the amount-of i similar to .it, is accepted, then Eng- is that there be no secret alliance
game killed this year as compared j land’s naval supremacy, always ad- between any two of these powers.
with last season, as complete detailed j mitted hitherto, ceases to exist. It is Thanks to the Hughes ratio, making
reports will not reach the office before replaced by a balance of naval powers, an easy victory for any combination
Dec. 15.
! balanced so that an alliance of two of two of the powers, the probability
“However, up to Nov. 25, the game 01‘ them makes it extremely dangerous i of war is lessened as far as the naval
shipments through Bangor were 1,749 for the third, thus forcing the third line is concerned.
The main factor has not been con
deer as compared with 1,695 up to the to yield. This repre'sents a guarantee
T h a t Is, Impure, Impoverished,
same date last season,” said Commis that no one of the powers would in sidered with sufficient clearness; the
Devitalized Blood.
development
of
submarine
fleets.
With
fringe on the rights specified in the
sioner Parsons.
Probably To per cent, o f tin? ail
100 U boats of 1,000 tons each, or of
“The number of bears, however, general agreement.
ments of the human race are due
shipped up to Nov. 25. 1921, was only
There is no chance for a single na fifty of 2,000 tons each, every power
eight, as compared with 25 shipped tion to become dangerous to another would have a great chance at a com to an abnormal condition o f the
blood,— thin, poor, anomie.
during the same period last year.” by attacking it; the attacked is always mercial war against another power.
This fact and the further fact
continued Commissioner Parsons.
in the more favorable position.
flint Hood's Sa r-a; c i ; i :t perils s,
“Noisy hunting conditions continued
For instance should England's fleet
enriches si ml r e v i t a l i z e - tl. - blood,
A S T H M A — K idder’s Asthm atic
until almost the last day of October want to attack America it must first
by er-mting- a heal; by nppni;**.
Pastiles
Leading Remedy for Asthma for 72 : u bny dige.-,fion, promo:j.vr as
but the conditions were much better cross a distance six times longer than
similation and ‘ lie)*, •i; v serum,--;*
during November. Until complete re- the distance separating England from years. Buy the $1.0o size, containing
three times the quantity of tin1 "me in full all the b-nelim of c o m p f e >■
ports are received of game shipments i Germany in the world war, only to find size. Kidder's Pastiles relieve, where
nutrition,
must
impress
the
on all railroads as well as from the a fleet as strong as itself, and with all all other so-called cures fail.
Pre
thoughtful
with
the
wisdom
of
scribed
by
leading
physicians.
Samples
more than 600 automobile inspectors the help which the resources in its
giving this great medicine a trial.
sent upon request. For sab1 by all
in the state, it will be impossible to background can yield.
Hood's Sarsaparilla ;s greatestDruggists or by mail
SAMUEL
give an estimate of the amount of
In the Pacific, Japan has no chance KIDDER & CO., INC., Boston 29, Mass
merit plus greates! economy, the
game transported by residents and against the west coast of America Estublihed 1804.
most for the nioncv. (let it.
non-residents, by express and by au since her strength is five to nine, but
tomobile this season.
Japan has a great chance for attack
“For the convenience of hunters, all ing the American vanguards— the
town clerks and more than 100 ward Phillippines. The loss of the Philip
ens, express agents and other persons pines would be more of a loss of
were detailed to serve as automobile prestige for America than damage
inspectors all over the state. As can which might decide a war.
be appreciated, this automobile sys
Since America must protect a group
tem has entailed a vast amount of of islands 7,000 miles from San Fran
detail work for the department, but cisco, the strength would be right if
the requirements seemed necessary in formed according to the principle;
view of the fact that transportation the attacking party is to have the
of game by automobile has increased
greatly during the past few years.
“Owing largely to the extremely dry
season following the hatching period,
Yours for partriges have been unusually numer
the asking
ous all over the state this year and
— Send for
sportsmen have had no difficulty in
It T O D A Y !
securing their quota.
TRIAL
“In view of the unusual number of
If you suffer
these, birds reported, hunters and
from Piles
guides have been especially cautioned
to bear in mind the new regulations of
the partridge law— those providing
that not more than 25 partridges can
M e n ’s Sui t s
be killed by one person in one season
will prove a blessing indeed.
It
The amendment of the federal regula
quickly soothes and relieves Tiles,
$18 to $45
Hemorrhoids and other ano-rectal
tions was promulgated with a view of
troubles.
Easily applied; painless;
no unpleasantness. W o n ’ t soil cloth
putting an end to the abuse of privi
M e n ’s Overcoats
ing.
Has helped thousands— will
leges under the regulations regarding
help Y O U .
Send for sample todav
— or better still, mail us ONI?
$20 to $42.50
the prescribed daily bag limits of per
D O L L A R for C O M P L E T E O N E
M O N T H ' S T R E A T M E N T , as shown
sons who claim that birds were killed
below.
Including full size tube of
by guides employing them.
R E M - O L A , hard rubber rectal tip,
full size box (25) Rcm-Rex Laxa
“The federal amendment materially
tive Tablets and helpful booklet on
redneg the number of certain birds
P I L E S — Their Causes and Treat
ment. Sent postpaid in plain sealed which a sportsman and his guide can
package and your M O N E Y BACK,
if you want it.
Remember, REM kill or have in possession n one day
O L A is the time-tested preparation
in Maine. Take woodcock, for in
of an old-established house with
more than 74 years of cxpericnc ■
stance. Under the Maine law. the
behind it. You can depend upon it!
Cravats
‘party bag’ might be six each—the
’z*.
Henry
Thayer & Co., Inc.
sport six and the guide six in one day.
That art* differen*
Established 1847
Under the amended* federal law only
CAMBRIDGE 39 — BOSTON, MASS.
50c to $1.50
six woodcock in all could be killed by
cSMPLm ONEMONTH'S
the sport and his guide in one day, or
Mufflers
h
only three birds each.
0 0 p o s t ^SPN^5
and Silk Neck Scarfs
“Ducks were never so plentiful with
1.
p a id
i
$1.00 to $3.50
in the recollection of many old hunters
In the Merrymeeting Bay region, the
Bath Robe
great duck grounds of the East, as
and Lounging Robes
they were at the beginning of the sea
son this year, and with the exception
$6.00 to $10.00
of a few over-enthusiastic hunters, who
Handkerchiefs
the first day or so of the open season
A magnificent, line

Most Ailments
Due to One Thing

And Now Selling at the Rate of a Half Million a Month!

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Wh v ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Because they contain the message of the hour!
Because they explain the present world conditions and outcome:
Because they are written in plain, terse and easily readable style —

already translated into 30 different languages!
Because they are sold at cost and within reach of all!
“ Millions

Now

L iv ing

W ill

Nev e r

D ie ”—

1-8 pages, paper hound—clarities the
answers to these times of distress and
pivplexity.
Regular price
“ Can the L iv ing T a l k W i t h

in a

Co mbination

.25

fo r Only

the Dead?” —

l-’S pages, paper Pound—the Bible
teaching on Spiritism. Regular price
.25
“ T h e Finished M y s t e r y " —6oo pages, cloth
hound; verst? for verse explanations
•>f Ezekiel and Revelations—the only
lieok of its kind extant. Regular p'ice
.85
T o t a l v a l u e (S.'t; pages)
$1.35

85c
Postpaid

Remit by Epxress or Postal Money Order or Draft to

International Bible Students’ Association
15A Cornhill, (D ept. 10) Boston, Mass.

Compare

The Christmas
Store

FREE

The T h r e e

Our
Prices

T IP H P -

SIZE

This is the year to make your Christmas Dollars Count.

Spend them

— where they will buy the most— buy something to w ea r--------------

REM-OLA
for PILES

15 Percent Cut on all Men’s
and Boys’ Furnishings

B o y s ’

Suits

$6.50 to $15
B o y s' Overcoats
$5 to $20

The things we list below will make fine gifts to and are wonderful

values of reliable mer

chandise we guarantee
Fine Hosiery
Cotton, Silk and Worsted

'u\

EM-OLA

Sweaters
All Color Combination

$1.25 to $12.00
Dress Shirts
Silk, Madras and Flannel

$1.00 to $5.00
Winter Caps
Latest patterns

10c to $1.00

O bOLD R ELIA B LE R EM ED Y^
Breaks(bids
inJM/hurs
Lai

J tb r ld b
S ta n d a rd
fb r Tw o
Generations

in J i
to uk# oiset—tb# «f«*t and

Q ■ast dtp—dxbiv rtmtdy (or Headachos, Colds tad La Grippe.
uickest

- Merer be sritbeot MTs C. B. Q. Tablets.
Hare tb—i beady—preveal iUm u by taking
tbea at tbr font ugn of a Cold or Headache.

Hill’s Cascara Bromide Quinine Tablets are
pleasant to take and sure to act. No bad af
ter effects. No “head noises.”
Safeguard every member of tbe family
against winter complaints. Demand red box
bearing Mr. Hill’s portrait and signature.

At AU Druggists—30 Cents

* H HILL roMPANV DETROIT. MICH

Start

35c to $1.50

$1.00 to $2.50

Stylish Hats

Rubbers, First Quality

Suit Cases

Men’s Gloves

Make acceptable gifts

Light and Heavy

Fine Assortment

Lined or unlined

$2.00 to $4.50

$1.25 to $5.00

$1.25 to $10.00

$1.00 to $5.00

Packard Shoes

Carter Underwear

Leather Bags

Mackinaws

At Bargains

For Men and Boys

That are real leather

For Men and Boys

$3.50 to $8.50

$2.00 to $5.00

$5.00 to $20.00

$7.50 to $15.00

Now

D o n ’t W a it

Ervin & Ervin

T h e place to buy Christmas Presents fo r M en and
Boys

M arket Square, Houlton, M aine
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Much credit is due the teacher for was taken hv her brothers and kind
hostesses were Mrs. B. S. Foster, Mrs.
Musical club whereby that organiza
Geo. Bull, Mrs. Wm. Buck and Mrs. her untiring efforts in training the friends to the cemetery.
tion
will play a return engagement ia
children
who
took
their
parts
ex
Moses Mills.
After prayer by
deacon
R.
J.
well
m
the
various
Houiton under the auspices of the
There was a good attendance at the ceptionally
Kimball, she was laid in the family j
Methodist Church Sunday morning, ii dialogues and songs.
High School. Friday evening. Dec. 16.
lot, by tin' side of her daughter Lizzie |
being Masonic day, titid about t'WfehfV'
five members of the F. -and"A. - M.
who preceded her twenty-three years | The splendid patronage accorded
.................................................
marched to the church and listened
ago.
I the clubs first appearance in Houiton
M B * JprU e Mc-EIwee of Houiton. a . to a verv
st.,mon by Jhe. pastor, j
Eciwai-d Perrv who h-,« i„.«,
for three years, when they played at
Subscribers should bear in
rraer Liirneua girl sod Virgil Tracy ■Rev. c w .
special miisie U fsm,,g relalives i l kaston ,et„rn '
the
Temple last year left the theatre
mind that all subscriptions are
■Rro^lton were mari led at Wood-, wag pjanned and was very beautiful. home Saturday ,
, ^
’
move
than pleased with the well
especially
th
e
duet
by
Arnold
D a y ! Mr. C. C. Grant was a passenger on
payable in advance and the pa- i stocH,, .n,. li., Nov. 26.
Christian Science Church, corner |balanced program and the all around
mak
- L I The many friends in this town of and Mrs.’ lva Jewell.
Monday morning’s train for Mars Hill
.per will be discontinued at ex-jMrs ,H E Kimball of Houiton. who Montieello Grange held the regular in the interests of the International Military and High Sts. Durng t h e 1character of the entertainment that
ipiration. notice of such eypira-l has. been In tyr. Files Hospital. Port- meeting Saturday evening and elected Harvester Co.
Winter months the Christian Sciencd 1they had listened to.
land, are glad to learn that her limb tjie following officers: Master, P. E.
Mary Callaghan, Principal of the services will be held in Society Hall.
tion will be sent out the First iof..is
..........
.. .......
..
so much
improved
that >m
sher ,irab
was Bujmr; Overseer, Geo. C. ( ’ unis; Station school, reports 72 visits from
It is to be hoped that this year's
Sunday morning servicq at 11 a>. tn.
able to come home Monday.
, Lecturer, Mrs. B. S. Foster; Secre- parents of the scholars at her school
appearance of the clubs will be the
-each month.
Subject for Dec. 18th: Is the Uni
tary, H. J. Melvin; Steward, B. E. during Educational week.
signal for an equally large attendance
Ramsey; Asst. Steward, Arnold Dav;
Mr. Azial Roach and family
o f , verse, Including Man, Evolved by
ds
the program will be such a real
Merrill attended the special pictures ! Atomic: Force?
Mrs. Blaine Lincoln was..........
the guest
i Melvin; Lady
.WJ",W i iSteward,
f y.V T£ asM,7
i Walter
Asst.
musical
treat as none can afford to
,
at
Martin
Theatre
Saturday
night
■
Sunday school at 11 a. m.
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Smith visited of Mrs. Fred Cox in Houiton recently. Mrs. Claire Day; Ceres, Mrs. P. E. also three double team
loads of |
miss.
__________
_______
Mr.
Jess
Knowlton
of
Dehec
was
Mrs. H. A. Lovely Sunday.
Wednesday evening Testimonial
Bubar; Pomona, Mrs. Nora Curtis; citizens from Smyrna Mills attended. j
•Rev.'H. H. Cos man preached at the the guest of Mr. Benj. Duff Sunday. 1~ UUrtl
Those who attended last year will
Wm. Buck.
Miss Nellie Holden, who has been j meeting at 7.20 p. m.
Tannery school house Sunday afterMiss Hortense Duff of Houiton was * Jora’ Mrs
remember the work of the vocal
spending a months vacation in Ban- |
noon.
1the guest of her sister Mrs. Alvin
gor returned home last week and has
soloist, Mr. Sadd, who made a reputa
Mrs. C. W . Hatfield is visiting her Benson last week.
i
resumed her duties as bookkeeper j
tion for himself on every trip that
daughter Mrs. Roderick Reed in , Mrs. Herbert Crane was the guest' Mrs. Albion Stone is the guest of and stenographer for the L. A. Barker
Hamgiond.
! of her daughter and other relatives Mrs. Abner Robinson of Houiton.
the club made. He will be with them
Co.
!
Mtes Addle Dunlap of Houiton was , in Houiton last week,
Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Hanning spent
The many friends of
Mrs. L. A. i On Friday evening Dean Laine of this year and will also be a member
the week-end guest of her sister, Mrs. i Mrs. Annie Lincoln was the guest Sunday with relatives in Houiton.
Barker will be glad to learn that she
of a male quartet which wiil be far
Edwwrd iDyer.
of her daughter, Mrs. Robert DickinThe Grange social on Saturday is rapidly recovering from a serious St. Lukes Cathedral, Portland, preach superior to that of last year.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Hatfield are son in Houiton recently,
evening was largely attended and all surgical operation which she under ed the closing sermon of a six days
rejoicing ‘Over the birth of a baby boy i Mr. and Mrs. Gorden
Rouse of report a pleasant time.
went at the Aroostook Hospital several Mission held in the Church of the j The reader, Mr. Edward Baxter, is
Houiton were the guests of Mr. and
Tuesday morning.
always in demand at smokers and
The new Victrola for the Hafrigan days ago.
! Good Shepherd.
Mrs. Thompkins. who has been Mrs. Carles 6. Egears last Friday.
school was delivered Tuesday and is
The
Colby
Glee
Club
of
Water,
takes
a prominent part’ in all amateur
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Tidd and Mr. enjoyed by teacher and pupils.
visiting iter son Hollis Seward, has
The Deans addresses throughout
ville will be at the Baptist Church
theatricals
around Waterville.
and
Mrs.
Dell
Roix
were
the
guests
returned to her home in Stick ney,
Miss Mae Crane, who has been Thursday evening, Dec. 15th. All are the Mission have been forecful and
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Egears
This year there will be a snappy
N. B.
spending a week in Houiton with invited to attend and enjoy a splendid practical showing how the teaching
Sunday.
relatives, returned home Monday.
exhibition of musical talent seldom ot Jesus Christ may be lived out by dance orchestra to furnish music for
Mr. and Mrs. John Grant wrere call
Mrs. O. V. Jenkins was in Houiton heard in a small country town.
LETTER B
the dance following the concert.
ing on Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stephen
Mrs. William Lawlor, who has been J the man of today and that the ethics
Mrs. JESart Adams entertained the son Sunday and were very sorry to Saturday to attend a business meet
The jazz quintet and the mandolin
ing of the Pomona Grange officers.
in poor health for some time, passed ! of the Christian religion, when put
Sewing Club on Thursday afternoon. see them In such poor health.
club
and soloists will also be an
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Jasper away -ast week. Funeral services into piactice, will most assuredly be important
Friends
Alonzo Clark will
be > Mrs. Hattie Lloyd and Mr. and Mrs.
part of the program.
Little
was
made
happy
by
the
arrival
were
held
at
the
Baptist
Church, found to be for the benefit of mankind. _________________________________
J01Y .
4hat he is in poor ! William Lloyd were the guests of Mr.
Interment
was
made
at
the
Ridge
Unkm
'
a
baby
boy
on
Thursday.
Dec.
8th
health.
and Mrs. Thomas Lloyd at
Rev. I. B. Mower of Waterville. Me. cemetery.
The sympathy of the In the afternoons the Dean held a
Junes and Agnes Abernethy ° f 1Corner, N. B., Mrs. Lloyd being quite
will
occupy
the
pulpit
of
the
U.
B.
entire community goes out to the children’s Mission which was well at
Houiton were callers in this town on {
bereaved family.
Church
on
Sunday
morning.
Dec.
18th.
tended and hac resulted in an increas
Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Orin Taylor attended
Advardis Belyea, an aged veteran
Mr. H. B. Fisher received some ed membership of the Sunday school.
Mrs. George Carpenter spent Fri the funeral of her mother Mrs. Nellie
day with Mrs. W . A. Bamford of M. Rhoda in Hodgdon last Saturday. of the Civil War, who recently moved painful injuries last week while fall
The question box was a feature of
Houiton.
*
I Mrs. Rhoda died very suddenly in to this town, is seriously ill at his ing some trees for wood. A tree be the Mission. Questions on subjects
ing
lodged
fell
and
caught,
Mr.
Fisher
Mrs. T. J. Carpenter, Mr. and Mrs. New York where she had been stay home.
Loram Hanning, who was operated unawares, resulting in some of his i dealing with the church and personal
?Frsd Soule and son Robert are visit ing with her daughter. We extend
|upon at the Aroostook Hospital la s t1bones being .broken and being bruised religion being placed in a box and
ing relatives In Houiton.
v
our heartfelt sympathy to Mr. and (
ek ig gajnjng and is expected home ; badly, requiring the services of a
W m . 3. H A R T in “The W h istle”
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Coffey o f ! Mrs. Taylor and the other relatives.
uesdav
physician. It was with much difficulty answered by the Missioner at each
A story of revenge in which the child
^Belleville, n . B., were guests of Mr.
service.
of a rich mill owner is made to taste of
Albion Stone, an ex-service man, that he got to his home unaided,
^nd Mrs. J. F. Rugan ©n Sunday.
__
.
„ ...
. poverty and the servitude of the factory
will
leave
Tuesday
for
Bangor
to
“
Number
17’’
is
coming.
Whether
Mra. Oscar Stevens returned Fri
The services were well attended and whistle Sunshine Comedy, “ Spilling the
day from a visit with her parents, M r.! Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Thomas visited receive treatment at the E. AI. G. you have read Louis Tracy's famous very many have expressed their spooks” News
hospital.
novel
or
not,
you
should
see
the
photo
and Mra. George Brown of Dan forth. Mrs. Annie McGown Sunday.
gratitude for the help derived during -----------------------------------------------Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Schools play.
Produced by William Fox, it
.____
Mrs.________
George Mitchell left last week j Mr. Ira Warman spent Sunday with
Mission which happens to be the
Me. to lays hare the underside of New York
lor Waterville, where she will he the j his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred War- left Monday for Portland.
attend the annual session of the life.
Handsome,
debonair George ' first held in this church for twenty- D O U G LA S M cL E A N in
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Charles man.
Walsh is the star. His role is that of six years.
Chase.
! Schools will close Friday, Dec. 16, Maine State Grange.
“ Passing T h ru ”
Mr. and Mrs. Owen
Libhv are a young author who, for the sake of
---------------j for the Christmas vacation of two
Melodrama, comedy, farce arid romance
receiving congratulations on the birth the girl he loves, penetrates to the
weeks.
rolled into five reels of excellent enter
on...Sunday,
Dec. 11th, at depths of Chinatown and finds himself
M r And M rs W illiam Finch enter- i ^rs. Audber Thompson and little |of -a daughter
----— ........
.......
tainment—enough pep and ginger to suit
surrounded
by
malevolent
enemies.
Uined gue.U duHng the week-end
*on Xa"Lgh? hoS^e" ton' Ved,' esdav " it h , theMiss
Aroostook
Hospital.
all this lovable heroe's admirers.
The
Ada Brown
of Presque Isle, “ Number 17” will open an engagement
16
best of the recent MacLean pictures.
M r T T o b e r t Stephen™, who has been spending several weeks at the Martin Theatre Saturday night.
Arrangements have been completed Two reel Comedy “ Sunless Sunday”
tvee Mid friends at Island Falls 'lns-jand daughtel. Ma(lelelne visited rela- with her sister, Mrs. Orie Titcomb.
with the manager of the Colby College “ T ro ub ad ors of th e S k y "
returned home on Thursday.
A Christmas concert will be held at
b * n S X ds « “perdby £
is teaching the U. B. Church on Xmas eve and
At Sidney. Maine, November 21st,
Aid of the M. E. Church
W M . F A IR B A N K S in
the usual Christmas tree at the close. pccured the death of Mrs. Hannah ;
evening and the event was very
Mrs. Annie McGown and Master Mrs. Waldo Carmichael, Miss Ada
“ H earts of the W est”
by her
successfull. The proceeds from the j n
“1,u ‘uai,lc'
- * ...................................
different departments were as follows:
McKenzie spent Tuesday j Ross and Mrs. ( ’ . B. Porter is the com- r^Williams, who is survived
A thrilling tale of the West with its
lams,
also
Fancy work,
$ 71.55 afternoon with Mrs. Owen Thompson. , mittee in charge of the program.
husband, George L. Willie
romance and adventure. A picture lovers
two children, James and Jennie.
Mr. Earle M. Hand, bookkeeper for j
of Western stories will enjoy. Two red
38.45
Aprons and Knitting
Packard & Son of Bridgewater, spent i
She was an invalid for seven years
Sunshine Comedy “ Fool D ays”
B ear
43.20
Supper
Sunday with his mother, Mrs. Edith !
H u n tin g in C a lifo rn ia
and was tenderly cared for by her
11.65
Rose Booth
Miss Geraldine Cassidy of Houiton.
10.00 Hand.
Ice Cream
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Webb and i teacher of No. 2 school. Smyrna, family, and especially by her daughter
8.00
Candy Booth
daughter Joyce were Sunday guests j held a box social last Friday evening. Jennie.
PAU LIN E FREDERICK in
o f Mrs. Webb’s grandparents. Mr. The affair was a grand success and
Mrs. Williams was a daughter of
$182.85
Total
and Mrs. R* A. Nixon of Smyrna.
;it tup market prices. Bring your
“ Roads of D estiny”
the following program was success the late John and Hannah Ackerson.
collection in.
Trade 'act
to
It will be of interest to the friends ! fully carried out:
The cast is fine, the photographic
face and get your money on the
Mra. Nellie M. Rhoda
She
was
born
in
Bridgewater,
July
of Miss Vera Thompson, a student' 1 Good Evening Song by School
work is unusually fine, many of the
S) l()t .
The funeral service of Mrs. N e llie ; , TT .. ^
...
. ..
17th. 1854, where she had lived until
scenes are
tinted
in violet
shades.
B A N G O R T A L L O W CO.,
M. Rhode was held at the home of i
,U; 0 1 that th® sonority o t , 2 Choo Choo Song by ( ’ horns
Pauline Frederick rises to wonderful
har
Milan Rhoda on Saturday I wDich she is a member recently be- ] 3 Reading Selection on “ Mrs. Hard two years ago, when she and her
140 Broad St.
Bangor, M aine
dramatic heights.
Two reel Comedy
ing”
G L J?™ °(
OT Chi Omega sorior !
family removed to Sidney. She was
“ E d g a rs ’ Jonah D a y ” M u tt A Jeff
Ada Hovey
one of a family of twelve children.
°* th* v • H Cc USphee?oiatthe
Remember the Christmas oncer, to 4 The Three Maids, Dialogue
Three only remain, namely. John ot
Eva Lee. Pauline Bragdon and
S o S r t C h ir c h
lbe elven
the Baptist Church Satur- I
H<iiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiHiiimiiiiiiiiiiHiiMiiiiiimiiiiitmTiirDoris McGary
Monardna, Dores and Charles of
ThiT Mrvfce was largely attended j day evening,. Dec. 24. The children
5
Home
Sweet
Home
and m a ^ r bLuUful
flo w e rr were i have been fo rk in g faithfully on th e ir !
Bridgewater.
Dana Hardy
Sn t. m i” termeht «a e “
la th” !
“t" ‘<f "'»>
be i
Mrs. Williams was a member of
6 Humorous Dialogue
family lot In the local cemetery.
i £aredts
frl‘b' s best Ior tbel!
the F. B. Church for nearly fifty \
Walter Waters and John Lilley
!
of
the years.
R > B in /* C U /A T C D
i,
ar^ ^ rs - Lyman Webb delight-, 7 Reading, “ The Hunting
D lU U u fiV T A 1 E K
I fully entertained the young people FriDeer”
The funeral service was held at :
iiifiiuutijiimcMiiimiimmniiMHiiiHmHiuiMnimmihiiiMmmiimiiiiimiHiiiiir'imiuiiiimmiiiimiimiiiiwuimimiiuii
Fleotwood Simonson, who has been ; day evening. The evening was full '
Mahlon Collier
her late home November 23rd, after
very ill, is improving.
\ot enjoyment from the time the first 'i 8 Bobolink by Chorus
which her son James brought her
J. H. Farley returned Saturday from guest arrived until the last had gone.!: 9 Piece by Kermet .McGarv
A ll carried in stock— W e also take
• business trip to Bangor.
Refreshments consisting of sand- I 10 Reading, “ The Unknown Soldier” body to her native town, where it
orders fo r D eveloping and Printing
Mr. and Mrs. D. Morse expect to j wiches, cake, cookies and coffee were
Esther Johnson
i 11 Swing Song by Chorus
move to Natick, Mass, to live.
.
' served by the hostess.
of Films and Plates
Victor Ketchum is very much im*
— -------------jI 12 Poem, “ Weeds and Deeds
i
Jeannette McKay
proved from his serious illness.
M O N T IC F 1 1.0
13 Song, “ Lady Bug’’
Arthur Richardson of Clinton was a 1
recent guest ot H. G. Stackpole’s.
. Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Bubar left MonElla Mae Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Hall of Houl-1day morning for Portland to attend 14 “ Then Laugh” poem
ton were guests Sunday at A. M. I the State Grange.
Roxie Hardy
Let U s Q uote
fltachpole’R.
I
Burrell Prosser Post American 15 Poem, “ Sleepy Head”
The M. E. ladies will have their j Legion held a box social in the hall
Dorothy Johnson
Y o u on that n ew
Hume of- Houl-;
Tm *» M le the p. m. of Dec. 21st at |Friday evening. Col.
^
----------’ 16 “ Listen to Me” quotations
ton was the speaker.
j
Ella Mae Johnson, John Lilley,
Mrs. Randall's store.
Ethel, little daughter of Mr. and j
I^ouise Bragdon, Esther Johnson,,
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Killcollins
Eva Lee, Roxie
Hardy, W a lte r 1
expect to go next month to California Mrs. Elbridge Wellington, was operat-1
ed on Wednesday morning at the
Waters, Jeanette McGary. Dorothy
to make their home.
?rniMiiiiiimimimiiimmuiMiiiiHmiiimiiimiiimmimmimmiiimimmmmiimmimiHiHiimimimimmimmtiimmimmimmimimm»miimiiimiinii>i'i»ir
Johnson and Clarence Johnson
Nettie Hartley is so much improved Madigan Hospital for throat trouble. |
The
Ladies’
Aid
of
the
Methodist
17 “ Kittens,’’ song
from her recent illness that she can
Church will have a Xmas sale and
Louise Bragdon
sit np most of the time.
W e are agents fo r
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Bernstein have supper at the dining room oi the i 18 Whip-owill.” songs by School
been entertaining her father from Grange Hall on Saturday evening. 19 “ The Problem,” comic recitations
the W o o d & Bishop
Thos. Graham, Ceeile Walton
Montreal and a friend from New York Dec. 17th, from five to seven o'clock. 1
Everybody is asked to donate some- ( 20 “ If,” song by Chorus
City the pest week.
and Kineo Furnaces
21 “ America” by School
Mr. and Mrs. Dell Fletcher were thing for this sale.
The
Whist
party
in
the
hall
Thurs
Chorus: Doris McGary. Jeanette
and Stoves
very unfortunate in losing all their
clothing, pocket book and furniture in j day was well attended, there being McKay, Pauline Bragdon, Jeanette
the fire that destroyed their home ■flfteep tables filled. The first prize McGary, Walter Waters, Esther John
last Wednesday p. m. They were a l i t o r the ladies was won by Mrs. Robt. son, John Lilley. Glenden Thiniony,
McLeod, for the gentlemen, won by Louise Bragdon, Clarence Johnson.
away and fire caught from th e1
1Harold Good. G. C. Curtis and Opal
chimney.
---------------. Porter
drew
th,e second.
The
We will send you a brand new
Aches and Pains of rheumatism are.
LtNNEUS
not permanently, hut only temporari
Columbia Grafonola. and latest Rec
O akfield, M aine
Mrs. Rebecca Little and daughter)
ly, relieved by external remedies.
ords, delivered dir-eet to your home,
Miss Amy Little have moved to HoulWhy not use an internal remedy
for five days’ free trial. It does not
ton.
!
Hood's Sarsaparilla, which corrects
cost you a cent nor are you under the
Mrs. Amos Bither visited Mrs. M.
th(> acidity of the blood on which
H. Glidden of Houiton a few days last
rheumatism depends and cures the
slightest obligation to buy.
week.
disease?
Wo give you this opportunity to he
Frank* Steeves of New Limerick
your own salesman and save $40.
visited Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Stewart
because
the
Columbia
Grafonola
Sunday.
Mrs. Isaac Bishop is in Patten with
speaks and sings for itself. Hearing
her sister Mrs. Raymond Adams who
is believing, and yen are the solo
has a young son.
judge.
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Tingley of Houi
Say, yesterday I had the worst Cold you ever
ton visited Mr. and Mrs. B. K.
Only $5 a Month if You Decide to Buy
Burleigh Sunday.
saw. Nose run, bones ached, flashes of fever,
Loraine
Cordrey
visited
his
If you il.-fiib* to ]<«•<•!> tin' instrument.
hot and cold, chilly. But believe me, I am all
mother Mrs. Bertie Cordrey of Houi
l'tty us nt the rate of $■'> a month. If yon
right today.
ton a few days last week.
<lo not wish to buy it. notify us ami we
Mr. and Mrs. Firman Popham were
Do you want to know what did it? One 25c
will rail for it.
in Hodgdon Saturday to attend the
box of
All the Latest Modern Im pro vem ents
funeral of Mrs. Nellie Rhoda.
Mrs. M. B. Stewart and daughter
This
J1J5 I'olumhia Grafonola,
now
Laxitive Cold Tablets, prepared
Mamp returned Saturday from a few
offered for $S.r>, has all the exclusive
Mrs.
weeks visit with her mother,
t'olumhia modern advantage*. Its strong
for L. A . B ark er Co., O akfield, M ain e
Send No Money
Maggie Skilllnger
Danforth.
silent,
long-running Columbia
Spring
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CHURCH NOTICE

EAST HODGDON

NEW LIMERICK

LITTLETON

MISSION AT CHURCH
OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD

Week of December 12,1921

Temple Theatre
WEDNESDAY

LUDLOW

THURSDAY

HODGDON

COLBY GLEE CLUB
COMING DECEMBER

oSS i Mr. kid

TH

MRS. HANNAH WILLIAMS

FRIDAY

JtaWFurs

SMYRNA MILLS

SATURDAY

I

j

Cameras, Kodaks,Supplies

Bridgewater Drug Company

F urnace

No w

Save $40

*85

L. A .

5 D a y s Free T ria l

Barker Co.

Feeling Fine, Thank You

ot

NOT

BAD

COOK
B U T B AD 3 T O M A C H

The word dyspepsia means liteYally
bad cook, but it will not be fair for
many people to lay the blame on the
cook If they begin the Christmas
Dinner with little appetite and end
It with distress or nausea.
It may not be fair for any to do
that— let us hope so for the sake of
tne cook!
The disease, dyspepsia, indicates a
bad stomach, that is a weak stomach,
rather than a bad cook, and for a
weak stomach we know of nothing
else equal to Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
This digestive and tonic medicine
helps the stomach, gives it vigor and
tone, relieves dyspepsia, creates an
appetite, and makes eating the
plMSiire it should be.
The bilieusness and constipation
found In so many cases of dyspepsia
are gently and thoroughly relieved by
Hood’s Pills, which act in perfect
harmony with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Certified
Electric Service
Telephone the Neighbors
Who Know
Get Their Opinions

In selecting a farm light plant,
performance is what counts most.
You want to know how Willys Light
is liked by people who already have
plants.
Telephone any of our customers
—we will give you their names.
They will tell you of the Willys
Light certiBed electric service—how
all guesswork and uncertainty is
elim inated. How a dependable,
year-in-and-year-mit
performance is
assured.
Get
the
facta,
then
aak us to
demonstrate.

o

VERSTOCKED

on the justly

fam ous

R ound

O ak

Coal

Stoves.

33 1-3% discount and

paid to any point in Aroostook
County

J, E. Tarbell & Sons
Smyrna M ills, M aine

Tower and Light totth tne Quitt
Quiet Knlfh
Knight

Fill

Out

and

Mail

this

Coupon

T o-D ay

Note the Coupon.
It means
exactly what it says so plainlgr,
simply and directly. This best
of modern music reproducing
instruments is offered to you at
a lower price and on easier
terms than you would pay for
an old-fashioned
phonograph
without any of these modern
refinements.

A . H. B r a d s tre e t & Son
B ridgew ater, M aine

$295 up to #595
A. M. 8 T A C K P O L E , Jr.
Bridgew ater, Maine

Motor is the model for the motors of ail
other phonographs.
Its exclusive Non Set Automatic Stop
lets you enjoy every record to the last
exquisite note.
Its exclusive Tom- Leaves can he instant
ly adjusted to give you any
desired
volume of sound.

-Send me a new Columbia Grafonola
for five days' free use and inspection
If I keep it I will pay $85 at the rate of
$5 per month. The title to remain with
you until fully paid for.
Name
Addres
^Telephone No.

